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Abstract

The identification of genes involved in DNA repair in the plant Arabidopsis

thaliana was investigated. The first approach involved functional complementation of

Saccharomyces cerevisiae rad mutants using an Arabidopsis thalianø oDNA library

constructed in the ÀYES vector. The yeast strains KAM-1 (radt), SX46 (rad2), LNi 16

(rad3) and WS8104-28 (rad4) were transformed with the oDNA expression library and

screened for functional complementation by testing for UV sensitivity. No cDNA clones

from this library were found to complement the yeast rad mutants tested. In addition,

isogenic yeast rad2\ and rad4L mutants were constructed for future work.

The second approach involved using yeast DNA repair genes as probes to identi$r

Arabidops¿.r DNA genes with homology. The yeast RAD2 gene was the only gene that

showed homology to Arabidopsis thaliano genomic DNA, hybridizing to a7.2 kb DNA

fragment. An attempt was also made to identify Arabidopsis thaliana cDNA with MD2

homology. Fifty-three potential positive lambda clones were identified in an initial

screening however, the cDNA plasmids isolated from the ¡"YES clones did not show any

homology to this probe. An explanation for these results is given.
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1. Introduction

The environment that all life exist in poses continual threats to the genetic

integrity of its organisms (Friedberg 1985). There are numerous agents, both natural and

man made, that can cause alterations to the DNA. Without constant cellular monitoring

and repair of these DNA alternations, all life on Earth would cease to exist (Friedberg

1985)' Therefore, the survival ofan organism depends on the presence and effrciency of

various enrymatic mechanisms for DNA repair (Haynes and Kunz 1981). The field of

DNA repair is very large and extensive however, for the purpose of this review the focus

will be on some general DNA repair mechanisms and what is known about them. The

processes of DNA repair have been extensively studied in the simple prokaryote

Escherichia coli and are thus, best understood in this organism. As one begins to study

these mechanism in more complex organisms such as Saccharomyces cerevisiae aîd, in

higher eukaryotes, the processes become less understood due to the complexity of these

organisms' DNA. Another field of DNA repair that is relatively new is that of DNA

repair in plants. Preliminary studies with plants have verified that DNA repair processes

do exist (Mclennan 1987; Quaite et al. 1994) however, how similar these processes are

to those in prokaryotes and eukaryotes has yet to be determined.

The early studies in DNA repair utilized the natural and abundant mutagen

ultraviolet radiation (Friedberg 1985; Friedberg et al. 1995). The deleterious affects of

ultraviolet light on DNA has been known for some time and researchers have extensively

studied DNA repair processes in organisms as a response to this type of DNA damage.

For this reason this review focuses on the processes that are involved in repair of



ultraviolet-induced DNA damage.

DNA repair mechanisms can be classified into two categories: light repair and

dark repair processes. The light repair DNA repair mechanism consists of the process

known as enzymatic photoreactivation that utilizes the energy from visible light to

directly reverse the damage caused by ultraviolet radiation (Cooke 1970; Rupert 1975).

The dark repair processes consists ofthose that do not require light energy to operate and

they repair the DNA damage that photoreactivation is unable to repair. These latter

processes consist of daughter-strand gap repair, translesion synthesis and nucleotide

excision repair (Friedberg 1985; Friedberg et al. 1995).

This review will discuss DNA repair mechanisms that have been discovered in

both prokaryotes and eukaryotes. Pertinent genes involved in these processes will be

mentioned as well. It will then discuss the DNA repair mechanisms that have been

uncovered in plants to date along with the problems encountered in elucidating these

processes in plants.

1.1 ÐN.4. Repair

Any damage to DNA that blocks transcription or replication would be lethal to a

cell unless it can be repaired by cellular repair mechanisms. These repair processes have

been well characterized in the bacterium Escherichia coli. However, less is known about

repair of DNA damage in the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae and more complex

eukaryotic cells. What is known about eukaryotic DNA repair has come mainly from the

examination of repair-deficient mutants in yeast, cells from humans afflicted with

xeroderma pigmentosum (XP) or Cockayne's syndrome (CS) as well as from cross
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complementation studies between rodent and human cells (Armstrong 1993).

There are numerous DNA repair mechanisms within a cell that are able to deal

with the various lesions that can arise. These mechanisms can be separated into two

general classes: light repair and dark repair (Haynes and Kunz 198i). The dark repair

processes can be further separated into three main types called: error-free repair, error-

prone repair and recombinational repair (Game i983).

1.1.1 Importance of Ultraviolet Radiation Studies

The investigation of ultraviolet (UV) radiation damage to DNA was the beginning

of the study of the repair of DNA damage (Friedberg et al. 1995). In fact, the exposure of

cells to UV radiation is probably the best studied and most extensively used model for

exploring the biological consequences of DNA damage and its repair and tolerance

(Friedberg et al.1995). One of the many attributes of using UV radiation as a system for

producing DNA damage is that UV radiation at a wavelength of 254 nm is readily

available from an ordinary germicidal lamp and instrumentation for accurately measuring

its intensity is commonplace. Also, UV radiation, in general, is highly biologically

relevant as living organisms have had to deal with the genotoxic effects of solar UV

radiation since the beginning of life on Earth.

UV wavelengths are separated into three ranges: 200-280 nm (UVC),280-320 nm

(UVB) and 320-400 nm (UVA) (Friedberg et al. 1995). Solar UV radiation consists

mainly of UVA and UVB since most of the UVC is absorbed by the Earth's atmospheric

ozone layer. However, with the shrinking of the ozone layer UVC may become an

increasingly important DNA altering agent. As stated above, scientists tend to favour
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germicidal UVC for the study of DNA repair and mutagenesis since powerful

monochromatic (254 nm) sources are readily available. Another reason for utilizing UVC

in their studies is that DNA absorbs maximally at 260 nm. Therefore, these studies are

based on the assumption that the results can be used as a model to comprehend the

mutational mechanisms of the longer UV wavelengths that actually reach the Earth,s

surface (Friedberg et al. 1995). It is for this reason thaf aUV radiation wavelen sth of 254

nm is used throughout the experiments in this study.

It is generally believed that the biological effects of UV are the result of

photoproducts formed in UV-inadiated DNA (Jagger 1985). This results primarily from

the direct absorption of UV light by the DNA. There are two major classes of DNA

photoproducts formed by inadiation with UVC light. They arc 5-5,6-6 cyclobutane-type

pyrimidine dimers (CPDs) (Freeman et. al. 1989) and pyrimidine [6-4] pyrimidone

photoproducts ([6-4] photoproducts) (Mitchell and Nairn i989). These two photoproducts

are shown in Figure 1. There is evidence that both of these photoproducts play an

important role in UV-induced killing and mutagenesis (Kunz and Glickm an 79g4:

Mitchell et al. 1985; Wood 1985; Franklin and Haseltine 1986; Glickman et al. 19g6:

Protic-Sablijic et al.1986; Bockrath et at. r9B7;Armstrong lgg3).

CPDs are formed between adjacent pyrimidines on a DNA strand after irradiation

with UVC. The bases become covalently linked through their respective 5,6 double bonds

to form a four-membered ring structure known as a cyclobutane dimer (Friedberg 1985).

This dimer formation greatly distorts the DNA backbone since other adjacent nucleotides

must then rotate considerably from their B-form DNA alignments. The result of this is an



Figure 1. Formation of cyclobutane dimers and [6-4] photoproducts.

C< >C cyclobutane dimers and C-C [6-4] photoproducts form from CC dinucleotide

sequences upon irradiation of DNA with UV (modified from Friedberg 1985).
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unwinding and kinking of the helix in the region of the dimer (Perlman et al. 1985;

Husain et al. 1988). The overall effect of the dimer formation can vary. It may be

noninstructive or partially noninstructive with regard to DNA replication (Armstrong

1993).It has been shown that dimers resulting from adjacent thymines still retain some of

their coding capacity and are partially instructive compared to basic sites (Lawr ence et al.

1990). Studies have also demonstrated that cyclobutane dimers can inhibit transcription

as well as partially or completely block DNA replication in vitro (Setlow and Swenson

1963; Swenson and Setlow 1966; Villani et al. 1978; Mone and Strauss 1979; Protic-

Sabljic and Kraemer 1985; Lawrence et al. 1990; Taylor and o'Day 1990).

Semiconservative DNA replication is inhibited by cyclobutane dimers through their

inhibition of chain elongation and is associated with a lack of both template-directed base

insertion and with 3'-)5' exonuclease editine of misinserted bases.

[6-4] photoproducts are formed through an azetidine ring intermediate that

involves carbons 5 and 6 or a 5'-pyrimidine (pyr) and carbon 4 andthe amino group of a

3'-pyt (Wang and Varghese 1967; Patrick and Rahn 1976; Franklin et al. Ig82).

Spontaneous breakage of the exocyclic group transfers the amino group to carbon 5 of the

5'-pyt, thus shifting the 3'-pyr 90o relative to the 5'-py.. Therefore, [6-4] photoproducts

probably produce even more helical distortion in the structure of the DNA than the

cyclobutane dimer (Franklin et al. 1985). The reason for this is due to the more

significant rotation of the 3' base out of the plane of the DNA helix. It is predicted, based

on the structure of the [6-4] photoproduct, that only the 3' base becomes non-coding

whereas the 5'base retains some or even all of its coding properties (Rycena and Alderfer
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i985). Therefore, the formation of [6-4] photoproducts is expected to profoundly alter the

structure as well as the biological activity of a nucleic acid helix. It has also been shown

that[6-4] photoproducts inhibits transcription (Protic-Sabljic and Kraemer 1986) as well

as inhibit DNA replication in E. coli (LeClerc et al. l99I).

Cyclobutane dimers and [6-4] photoproducts form at sequence-specific sites and

there are four possible sites. They are: TT, TC, CT and CC dipyrimidine sequences,

written 5' to 3' (T: thymine; C : cytosine; A: adenine; G: guanine).

1.2 DNA Repair Mechanisms

1.2.1 Photoreactivation: Light Repair Mechanism

Enzymatic photoreactivation (EPR) is a process of DNA repair that involves the

direct enzymatic cleavage of UV-induced DNA damage by the enzyme DNA photolyase

(Cooke 1970; Rupert 1975) and it has been shown to occur both in E. coli as well as in

yeast upon exposure of EPR-competent cells to visible light (for review of this process

see Harm 1976).In both bacteria and yeast, EPR can only repair cyclobutane dimers and

has no affect on [6-4] photoproducts due to its structure. Unlike cyclobutane dimers

which contain 3' cytosines, [6-4] photoproducts cannot be reverted back to their original

dipyrimidine complement by simple cleavage of covalent bonds (Friedberg 1985). The

reversal of the cyclobutane dimer damage by this mechanism is achieved via a two-step

process. The photolyase first binds to cyclobutane dimers in the DNA and upon

absorption of light between 300 and 600 nm, the light energy is converted into chemical

energy and used to break the cyclobutane ring which results in the restoration of the

pyrimidines to their original configuration (Rupert 1962).
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As for higher eukaryotes, studies have failed to show the presence of EpR in

organisms more advanced than marsupials (Friedberg et al. 1995). However, there have

been studies that seem to suggest the possible existence of DNA photolyase or

photolyase-like proteins in mammalian cells (Sutherland 1974; Sutherland et al. 1974;

Sutherland 1975). As well, research shows that there appears to exist a light-dependent

loss of pyrimidine dimers from DNA in living cells in culture and in human skin

(Sutherland and Oliver 1976; Sutherland et ql. 1976 and Sutherland. et al. l9B0).In spite

of this research there is no definitive evidence that proves that EPR exists in mammalian

cells' In fact, a more recent study seems to contradict the above finding by failing to

reveal the presence of EPR activity in human ceils (Li et al. 1993\.

1.2.2 Dark Repair Mechanism s ln E. coli

In order to repair all of the other types of DNA damage that EPR is unable to

repair, organisms have evolved other repair processes. Since these repair processes are

not dependent on light energy they are collectively called the dark repair mechanisms and

the types of DNA damage that they repair are generally refened to as DNA lesions. In the

following sections discussing these processes in prokaryotes and eukaryotes not all of the

genes involved are mentioned, only those relevant to this study are discussed.

1.2.2.1Mechanisms of Tolerance of DNA Damage

Not all DNA damage can be repaired immediately. In order for the celi to survive,

its replication and transcription machinery must somehow bypass the damage. This is

achieved by processes collectively referred to as damage tolerance.

There ate at least two mechanisms that were discovered in E. coli, whereby cells
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can resume DNA synthesis on those templates that contain replication blocks and thus

enhance their potential for survival. These two processes are more cotnmonly known as

daughter-strand gap repair (enor-free post-replication repair) and translesion synthesis

(error-prone post-replication repair). By definition, neither of these processes involves the

physical removal of the initial lesion that is present in the DNA.

The predominant means of damage tolerance in E. coli is via daughter-strand gap

repair and it involves a recA-dependent recombinational bypass mechanism (Rupp and

Howard-Flanders 1968). In this process, DNA synthesis is halted at a DNA lesion, at

which point there is a short delay before synthesis is reinitiated at a point fuither

downstream of the blocking lesion. This results in a gap or discontinuity in the daughter

strand (Sancar and Sancar 1988; Friedberg 1985). The RecA protein then polymerizes at

the gap to form a nucleoprotein filament. This filament functions to promote homologous

pairing and strand exchange with the undamaged sister chromatid. It is this strand

exchange past the dimer that enables the closure of the gap on the daughter DNA strand

(Dasgupta 1981; Friedberg et al. 1995). It is suggested that the nucleoprotein filament

formed by the polymerization of the RecA protein promotes homologous pairing with the

intact sister duplex where reciprocal strand exchange takes place. This strand exchange is

believed to be partly facilitated by RecA polymerization from the free 3' terminus of the

damaged duplex. The DNA polymerase is now able to use the complimentary strand of

the intact duplex as a template and thereby able to replicate past the blocking lesion.

During this replication period, the four DNA strands are intertwined and have two

Holliday crossovers. Eventual resolution of these crossovers once the replication is
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completed results in two unintemrpted duplexes (Sancar and Sancar 1988).

Translesion synthesis, the other mechanism of damage tolerance, also involves

DNA synthesis past replication-blocking lesions. Unlike daughter-strand gap repair, this

is a mutagenic process in which the replication block is bypassed by the DNA polymerase

inserting one or more nucleotides directly opposite the lesion, and then continuing on to

extending the replicating DNA chain (Friedberg et al. 1995). In E coli, this process

requires the induction of the SOS regulatory network, and is dependent on the umuC,

umuD and recA gene products (Walker 1984; Echols and Goodman 1990). Altemate

names for this repair mechanism is error-prone repair or SOS repair (Witkin 1976).

The SOS system was the first regulatory network induced by DNA damage to be

recognized (Walker 1984). This system is regulated by two genes, recA and lexA (see

review by Walker 1984). In an uninduced cell, the LexA protein acts as a repressor for a

considerable number of unlinked genes, including recA and lexA.lJpon induction of the

SOS system, e.g. by the presence of DNA damage, the RecA protein, which is

constitutively present in low levels, becomes activated and it stimulates the autocatalytic

cieavage of LexA as well as stimulate other proteins. As the aatocatalytic cleavage of

LexA molecules continue, the concentration of LexA decreases so that various SOS

genes, including the recA gene, are expressed at an increased level, and SOS responses

mediated by these gene products occurs. As the cell recovers from the original DNA

insult, e.g. by repair of the lesion, the SOS inducing signal is eliminated and the RecA

molecules return to their inactive state. This decrease in active RecA molecules results in

the gradual increase of LexA pools which, in turn, leads to the repression of the SOS
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genes and a retum of the cell to the uninduced state.

Translesion synthesis has been shown to be associated with both an increase in the

processivity of DNA polymerase III (Echols and Goodman 1990), as well as a decrease in

its proofreading activity (Woodgate et at.1987; Shwartz et ol. lgBB). Due to its enhanced

processivity the polymerase is now able to remain attached to the DNA and thus, can

replicate past the blocking lesions. The decrease in its proofreadin g activity enables the

polymerase to continue DNA synthesis after the incorporation of incorrect nucleotides

opposite noncoding or miscoding lesions. Therefore, translesion synthesis allows the cell

to replicate its DNA in spite of the presence of DNA lesions.

As stated previously, translesion synthesis requires the induction of the SOS

system and is dependent on the umuD, umuC and recA gene products. The proteolytic

active RecA protein stimulates the cleavage of UmuD which results in the formation of a

shorter protein, UmuD'. This is the active form that is required for SOS mutagenesis

(Burckhardt et al. 1988; Nohmi et al. 1988; Shinagawa et al. ISBB). UmuC and UmuD,

then interact and it is believed that RecA targets this UmuD'C complex to the site of a

replication block. The binding of UmuD'C is hypothesized to funcrion to inhibit the

activity of the 3'-)5' exonuclease activity of DNA pol III, and thereby promote

translesion synthesis (Shwartz et a|.1988; Echols and Goodman 1990). The exact roles of

the UmuD' and UmuC proteins in translesion synthesis and thus in UV mutagenesis are

not fully understood (Friedberg et al. 1995).

1.2.2.2 Nucleotide Excision Repair

One of the most extensively studied and best understood DNA repair mechanisms
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is nucleotide excision repair (NER). It is one of the most important error-free dark repair

pathways for dealing with pyrimidine dimers and [6-4] photoproducts, as well as a wide

rarrge of other types of DNA damage. In its simplest form, this pathway consists of five

steps: detection of damage, incision, excision, synthesis of the missing DNA, and ligation

(Hoeijmakers 1991; Grossman and Thiagalingam 1993).

Excision repair in E. coli is controlled by the øvr system which consists of six

structural genes, urvA, uvrB, uvrC, uvrD, polA arñ lig along with two regulatory genes,

recA and lexA (Yewtg et al. 1983; Sancar and Sancar 1988; Van Houten 1990). The

process of nucleotide excision repair is initiated by the UvrA, UvrB and UvrC proteins

that form a protein complex which incises the DNA on both sides of the damaged

nucleotide (Sancar and Rupp 1983). The first incision is made at the 8th phosphodiester

bond 5' to the damaged nucleotide and the second incision is made at the 4th or 5th

phosphodiester bond 3' to the lesion (Lin and Sancar 1992). The I2-I3 base damage-

containing oligonucleotide is then released by helicase II, the uvrD gene product, along

withDNApoll,theproduct of polA. Theresultinggap intheDNAisthenfilledbyDNA

pol I and sealed by the lig gene product, DNA ligase (Sancar and Sancar 1988; Selby and

Sancar 1990). The UvrA protein is an ATPase and a DNA-binding protein and it is

considered to be the damage recognition subunit of the excision nuclease (Orren and

Sancar 1989). It was found that UvrA dimerizes and, in an ATP-dependent reaction,

associates with UvrB to form a (UvrA)2(UvrB)1 complex (Onen and Sancar i989). UvrB

is then delivered onto the damaged DNA via this protein complex, guided by the affinity

of UvrA for damased DNA. Once UvrB has become bound to the damased DNA UvrA
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dissociates from the UvrB-DNA complex (Onen and Sancar 1989; Lin and Sancar 1992).

UvrC then binds to this UvrB-DNA complex and this binding of UvrC forms the active

nuclease which functions to incise the damaged DNA strand on either side of the

blocking lesion (Onen and Sancar 1989; Lin and Sancar 1992). The 3' incision is made

by UvrB, whereas the 5' incision is carried out by UvrC (Lin and Sancar 1992). UvrC and

the damage-containing oligonucleotide is released by helicase II (Onen et al. 1992) and

UvrB is released by DNA pol I which also functions to f,rll in the gap left by the departing

oligonucleotide (Sibghat-Ullah et al. 1990). Figure 2 illustrates the process of excision

repair in E. coli.

1.2.3 Dark Repair Mechanisms In Eukaryotes

1.2.3.1Mechanisms of Tolerance of DNA Damage In S. cerevisiøe

The processes for the tolerance of UV-induced DNA damage in eukaryotes is

poorly understood (Friedberg 199i). The mechanisms of SOS responses do not appear to

be present in yeast (Ahne et al. 1992; Friedberg et al. 1995). However, there is some

evidence for translesion synthesis and hence, error-prone repair in yeast and mammalian

cells (Madzak and Sarasin 1991; Gibbs et al. 1993; Friedberg et al. 1995). The genes

involved in translesion synthesis in yeast belong to the RAD6 epistasis group (Friedberg

1988; Prakash et al. 1993; Friedberg et al. 1995). Genes are said to belong to the same

epistasis group if the UV sensitivity of the double mutant is equivalent to that of the most

sensitive of the two single mutants, whereas for genes belonging to different epistasis

groups, the double mutant is much more sensitive than either single mutant (Haynes and

Kunz 1981; Friedberg 1988; Prakashet al. 1993). Each epistasis group has beennamed



Figure 2. Nucleotide excision repair in E. coli. This illustration depicts the process of

NER in the bacterium E. coli.In step A, two UvrA proteins dimerize and associates with

UvrB to for the (UvrA)2(UvrB)1 complex. UvrB is then delivered onto the damaged DNA

via this protein complex, guided by the afhnity of UvrA for damaged DNA as is shown in

step B. Step C shows the dissociation of the UvrA dimer from this protein complex once

UvrB has become bound to the damaged DNA. In step D, UvrC binds to the UvIB-DNA

complex and the binding of UvrC forms the active nuclease that functions to incise the

damaged DNA strand on either side of the iesion. The UvrC and the lesion-containing

oligonucleotide is then released from the DNA by the UvrD gene product as is shown in

step E. In step F, the resultant gap is filled in by DNA pol I, which also functions to

release UvrB from the DNA, and by ligase (modified from Bootsma 1993)'
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for a prominent gene member of that group.

The genes in the RAD6 epistasis group appear to be involved in both error-prone

and error-free repair of UV-damaged DNA (Lawrence 1994). The RADI8 gene is

believed to be involved in an error-free repair branch of the complex pathway(s) that is

controlled by the RAD6 epistasis group (Friedberg et al. 1995). The exact function of this

gene in the error-free repair pathway is not well known. The RADIS gene encodes a

protein of 55.5 kDa (Chanet et al. 1988; Jones et al. 1988; Fabre et al. 1989) that has a

nucleotide-binding domain as well as three regions that resemble zinc f,rngers (Chanet et

al. 1988; Jones et al. 1988). It is believed that the Rad18 protein plays a role in DNA-

binding and thus may be either directly involved in some aspect of DNA repair or

functions indirectly as a transcription factor (Friedberg et al. 1995). This protein has been

shown to bind to single-stranded DNA (Bailly et al. 1994) as well as to the RAD6 protein,

and it has been suggested that the DNA-binding activity of Radl8 may function to gather

Rad6 protein onto sites of DNA damage. Since Rad6 has ubiquitin conjugating activity, it

is postulated that the loading of Rad6 into sites of DNA damage may result in the

modification of a protein or protein complex, a.8., z stalled DNA replication complex,

such that synthesis through a DNA blocking lesion could then occur (Bailly et al.1994).

Another gene belonging to the RAD6 epistasis group is REV2 (altematively

known as RADS) and it is believed to function with RADIS in the error-free repair

pathway (Johnson et al. 1992; Friedberg et al. 1995). The REV2 gene encodes a 134 kDa

protein and the amino acid sequence of this protein suggests that it has both DNA-

binding and ATPase/DNA helicase activities (Johnson et al. 1992). The exact function of
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the Rev2 protein is not known, but it has been suggested that it may act to increase the

effrciency of the Radl8 protein in the error free repair pathway. It has been hypothesized

that the way that translesion synthesis may occur in yeast is by a type of template

switching mechanism of the DNA polymerase when it encounters a blocking lesion.

What may occur is that when the DNA polymerase is blocked by a lesion, it bypasses this

blockage by switching from the damaged template onto the undamaged strand of the

sister chromatid. Here, it is then able to continue DNA synthesis by using the undamaged

sister chromatid as the template. Once the polymerase has cleared the lesion, it then

switches back onto the damaged template (Johnson et al. 1992). Therefore, it is

postulated that Rev2 may function in translesion synthesis by assisting Radl8 in this

template switching reaction or it could affect the polymerization step either by increasing

the processivity of DNA polymerase or by unwinding the duplex DNA.

There are other REV genes in the RAD6 epistasis group, but these genes are

involved in an error-prone repair pathway. The REVI gene encodes a predicted protein of

ll2l<Da that contains an internal stretch of I52 residues which shares a25o/o identitv to

the E. coliUmuC protein (Larimer et al. 1989). The exact function of the Revl protein is

not known, but it is involved in damage tolerance and hence, effor-prone repair in yeast

and it may play a role similar to that of UmuC in E. coli (Friedberg et al. 1995). The

REV3 gene was first identified by isolating strains which exhibited reduced frequencies of

UV mutagenesis (Lemontt I97L). This gene encodes a predicted protein of I73 kDa and

the amino acid sequence has regions of homology with that of the Epstein-Barr virus

DNA polymerase, Herpes Simplex virus DNA polymerase as well as general structural
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similarities with mammalian DNA pol a and yeast DNA pol I (Monison et al. 1989).

Recent evidence has shown that the Rev3 protein combines with the RevT protein to form

a complex that has DNA polymerase activity. This new polymerase, called DNA

polymerase ( was able to efficiently continue to replicate past a template thymine dimer

Qrlelson et al.1996).

As for higher eukaryotes, it is still not known whether some form of damage

tolerance occurs. Due to the complexity of the higher eukaryote genome damage

tolerance processes have been difficult to define (Friedberg 1985; Friedberg et al. 1995).

One study does seem to indicate that some form of translesion synthesis does take place,

(spivak and Hanawalt 1992) but the exact process has yet to be determined.

1.2.3.2 Recombination Repair In S. cerevßiøe

Recombination repair is a postreplication repair process and therefore this

mechanism is also referred to as postreplication repair. This repair pathway was

discovered to be the only mechanism able to repair DNA double-strand breaks that results

from such DNA damaging agents as ionizing radiation (Friedberg et al. 1995). It is

believed that many different types of recombination are possible in yeast. These genetic

exchanges between homologous DNA duplexes can be interchromosomal, l.e. between

homologous or nonhomologous chromosomes which share a region of sequence

homology. Alternatively, recombination could be intrachromosomal. where there is

exchange of genetic material between sister chromatids of the same chromosome, or

between reiterated sequences on the same DNA duplex. Also, it is possible that

recombination could occur between yeast chromosomes and gapped or linearized
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plasmids. These recombinational events could either be reciprocal or nonreciprocal with

respect to the transfer of information between DNA molecules (Cooper and Kelly 1987).

In yeast, most of the genes involved in this repair process belong to the RAD52 epistasis

group (Cooper and Kelly 1987). Since mutations in several RAD52 group genes results in

a slight sensitivity to UV, it has been suggested that recombination repair may also play a

minor role in the post-replicative repair of UV-induced DNA damage (Kiefer I98l).

The RADS0 gene is predicted to encode a protein of 153 kDa (Alani et al. 1989).

The actual function of this gene is not known however, it has been suggested that it plays

a role in the recognition and interaction of the homologous DNA molecules that would be

required for a recombination event (Alani et al. 1989). The RAD5| encodes a predicted

protein of 43 kDa (Shinohara et al. 1992; Basile et al. 1992). This protein has ca. 27%o

homology with the RecA protein of E. coli (Shinohara et al. 1992; Basile et at. 1992) and,

has an ATP-dependent double-stranded and single-stranded DNA binding activity as well

as an ATP-independent single-stranded DNA binding activity (Shinohara et al. 1992).

The Rad5l protein also possesses a single-stranded DNA-dependent ATPase activity

(Shinohara et al. 1992). Like the other proteins involved in recombination repair, the

exact function of the Rad5l protein is unknown, but it has been shown to be able to bind

to the Rad52 protein (Shinohara et al. 1992). The RAD52 gene contains an open reading

frame of 1,512 nucleotides which is predicted to encode a protein of 60 kDa with

unknown function (Adzuma et al. 1984). It has been hypothesized that the combined

proteins act in some aspect of recombination repair to convert double strand breaks into

the next intermediate in recombination reactions (Shinohara et al. 1992). The RAD54
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gene is a damage-inducible gene that has an open reading frame of 2,694 nucleotides. The

amino acid sequence of the Rad54 protein implies that this protein possesses DNA

helicase activity (Emery et al. I99I). Transcription of RAD54 has been shown to be

induced by both y rays and UV radiation (Friedberg et al. 1995). Another yeast gene

involved in recombination repair is the RAD55 gene. Very little is known about this gene

except that its protein has homology to Rad5l as well as to RecA of E. coli (Lovett

1994). Yeast strains with point mutations and deletion mutations in RAD55 suggest that

this gene is involved in DNA strand break repair at low temperatures since these mutants

are sensitive to ionizing radiation at23oC but not at36oC (Lovett and Morlimer 198î.

1.2.3.3 Nucleotide Excision Repair In S. cerevisiøe

Nucleotide excision repair (NER) in eukaryotes is more compiex and not as well

understood as it is in E. coli.In eukaryotes, no homologs of the UvrA, UvrB or UvrC

proteins have been identified. In Saccharomyces cerevisiae, there are at least ten genetic

loci that are members of the RAD3 epistasis group and are involved in this repair pathway

(Friedberg 1988; Friedberg et al. 1995). They include RADI, RAD2, RAD3, RAD4,

RAD7, RADI}, RADI4, RADL6, RAD23 and RAD25 (Friedberg l99l; prakash et al.

1993). Biochemical and phenotypical characteùzation of these genes revealed that RADI ,

RAD2, RAD3, RAD4 and RADl0 are essential for the incision step of NER (Friedberg

l99I). Recent evidence has indicated that RADL4 and RAD25 could also be involved in

these same steps (Prakash et al.1993).

The RADL is a nonessential gene that is involved in both nucleotide excision

repair as well as intrachromosomal recombination involving repeated sequences (Schiestl



and Prakash 1988). This gene encodes a transcript of 3.1 kb that codes for a predicted

protein of 110 kDa (Higgins et al.I983b; Yang and Friedberg 1984) and was observed to

be uninducible by DNA damage (Friedberg 1988). The RADI0 gene, like the RADI gene,

is involved in both nucleotide excision repair as well as mitotic recombination events and

is also haplo viable (Weiss and Friedberg 1985; Sung e/ al. 1992). This gene encodes a

predicted protein of 23-24 kDa (Weiss and Friedberg 1985; Reynolds et al.I985b).It was

observed that the Radl0 protein binds DNA with a strong preference for single-stranded

DNA (Sung et al. 1992).

Recent studies have shown that the RADI and RADI7 gene products interact to

form a protein complex in vitro, as well as in vivo, which exhibits an endonucleolytic

activity in the presence of Mg*2 (Bailly et al. 1992. Bardwell et at. 1993; Tomkinson er

al. 1993; Siede et al. 1993; Sung et ql. 1993a). It was subsequently observed that the

Radl/Rad10 protein complex produced 3'-hydroxyl and 5'-phosphate termini on both

single-and double-stranded DNA molecules (Sung et al. I993a). This observation lead to

the hypothesis that the endonucleolytic activity by the Radl/RadlO complex functions in

NER possibly, by initiating incision of damaged DNA (Tomkinson et al. 1993; Sung er

al. 1993a). More recent studies have demonstrated that the endonuclease activitv of the

Radi/Radl0 complex specifically recognizes the junction between double-stranded DNA

and 3'-single-strand tails (Bardwell et ø1. 1993; Tomkinson et at. 1994). Therefore, it is

believed that at sites of DNA damage there are Y-shaped duplex/single-strand DNA

junctions located on either side of the lesion. On the 5' side of the damage, this Y-shaped

junction is recognized by the Radl/RadlO complex and thus, it binds to this location.



This binding is believed to aid in its participation in DNA damage-specific incision of the

damaged DNA molecule at this site during NER (Bardwell et al. 1993).In fact, it has

recently been shown that the Radl protein is the catalytic subunit of the Radl/Radi0

endonuclease (Habraken et al. I994a).

The RAD2 gene is a nonessential gene that codes for a 3.2 kb transcript which

codes for a predicted protein of i 1 1 kDa Qrlaumovski and Friedberg I9B4; Higgins et al.

1984; Nicolet et al. 1985). This gene was shown to be inducible by DNA damage when

steady-state levels of RAD2 mRNA were observed to increase as a response to UV

radiation (Madura and Prakash 1986; Siede et al. 1989). The C-terminal tail of the Rad2

polypeptide is rich in basic amino acids and this region was found to be important for the

protein's function (Higgins et al. 1984; Friedberg 1988). It was observed that a deletion

of the terminal 78 codons of the gene inactivated its ability to complement rad2 mutants

(Higgins et al. 1984). It was later discovered that the Rad2 protein has endonucleol¡ic

activity with a specificity for single-stranded DNA (Habraken et al. 7993). In fact, the

properties of this endonuclease are very similar to those of the Radl/RadlQ protein

complex mentioned previously in that it leaves 3' hydroxyl and 5' phosphate groups at

sites of cleavage and that this cleavage activity requires the presence of Mg*2 (Habraken

et al. 1993). It has been postulated that the Rad2 protein catalyzes damage-specific

incisions on the 3' side of base damage, whereas the Radl/Radl0 protein complex makes

these incisions on the 5' side of the damage (Friedberg et al. 1995).

The RAD4 gene is another gene involved in the incision step of nucleotide

excision repair however, very little is known about this gene. The reason for this is that an
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intact RAD4 gene cannot be propagated in E. coli since its gene product is lethal to E. coli

(Siede and Eckardt-Schupp 1986; Fleer et al. 1987). It was soon discovered that

deliberate insertional mutagenesis of the wild-type RAD4 gene would enable this gene to

be propagated in E coli, and that removal of this inserted DNA fragment restored normal

RAD4 function in yeast (Fleer et al. I987b). By being able to temporarily disrupt RAD4,

researchers were able to eventually clone and characteize this gene. The RAD4 gene is a

nonessential gene that is not inducible by DNA damage (Fleer et al. I987a). It has an

open reading frame of 2,262 bp that is believed to code for a protein of ca. 87 kDa (Gietz

and Prakash 1988; Couto and Friedberg 1989).

The RAD3 gene is the most well studied of atl the genes involved in NER. This

gene encodes a predicted protein of ca. 89.7 l<Da Qrlaumovski et a|.1985; Reynolds er a/.

1985a) that has both DNA helicase activity as well as ATPase activity (Sugino et al.

1986; Sung et al. 1987a; Sung et al. 1987b; Harosh et al. 1989). This latter activity

requires the presence of not only the divalent cations Mg*2 or Mr*', but also single-

stranded DNA. Double-stranded DNA does not support the Rad3 protein's ATP

hydrolysis activity (Sung et al. 1987a). Conversely, the DNA helicase activity of this

protein is dependent on the hydrolysis of ATP and it unwinds duplex DNA

unidirectionally with 5'-)3' polarity relative to the DNA strand to which it is bound

(Sung et al.l98lb; Harosh et al.1989). It was also discovered that the Rad3 protein has a

DNA-RNA helicase activity that requires the hydrolysis of ATP as well (Bailly et ø1.

l99l; Naegeli et al. T992b). In this situation, the Rad3 protein was shown to translocate

on the DNA strand of the DNA-RNA duplex while it displaced the RNA strand. It was
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subsequently observed that the DNA helicase and ATPase activities of the Rad3 protein

were inhibited by the presence of UV-induced photoproducts in duplex DNA (Harosh e/

al. 1989; Naegeli et al. I992a). This inhibition was shown to be strand-specific in that it

only occurred when the damage was on the DNA strand to which the Rad3 protein was

bound and translocating. As a result of this inhibition, this protein was no longer able to

continue translocating and so, it remained sequestered on the DNA at these sites of

damage (lrlaegeli et al. I992a). In fact, it has been shown that in the presence of UV-

irradiated DNA, Rad3-DNA complexes are very stable with a greatly increased halflife

Q'{aegeli et al. I992a). Therefore, it has been suggested that this sequestering of the Rad3

protein at sites of base damage may result in the formation of a unique nucleoprotein

structure, which is then recognized by other RAD gene products and is thereby generating

a substrate for endonucleolytic cleavage Qriaegeli et ol. 1993). However, the protein,s

heiicase activity is not involved in its DNA damage binding ability, since a mutant Rad3

protein, which lacks DNA helicase activity, was still able to bind to UV-damaged DNA

with the same efficiency as the wild-type protein (Sung et at. 1994). It was shown that

this binding to sites of DNA damage was dependent on both ATP and on the degree of

negative superhelicity in the DNA. It has been suggested that the requirement of

superhelicity may function to aid in targeting Rad3 to regions of DNA that are

undergoing transcription, thereby resulting in the preferential repair of these regions

(Sung et al.1994).

The RAD3 gene is a unique gene in that it is also as essential gene for viability in

yeast Qrlaumovski and Friedberg 1983; Higgins et al.I983a). This was shown by the fact
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that diploid (RAD3/rad3) strains which were induced to undergo sporulation resulted in

two viable and two inviable spores per tetrad Qrlaumovski and Friedberg 19g3). This

gene's essential function has just recently been elucidated. It has been discovered that the

Rad3 protein is involved in the initiation of basal transcription by RNA polymerase II

(Guzder et al. 1994; Bardwell et al. 1994). This protein is one of fìve subunits that make

up the yeast transcription initiation factor b (now known as TFIIH) (Feaver et at. 1993).

This initiation factor is itself part of a larger protein complex that is involved in the

formation of a preinitiation trancription complex which binds to the promoters of genes in

preparation for RNA polymerase II binding (Chalut et al. 1994; Friedberg et al. 1995).

Recent evidence suggests that TFIIH may also play a role in NER since other excision

repair proteins have been shown to associate with this complex in vitro. Rad2 and Rad4

proteins have been shown to bind to TFIIH however, unlike the Rad3 protein, they are

not essential proteins so therefore, it is believed that they are not involved in transcription

(Bardwell et al. 1994: Chalut et at. 1994). Exactly how TFIIH is involved in NER is

unknown but it has been suggested that since it is involved in transcription its dual role

may somehow play a function in the preferential NER of transcriptionally active versus

silent areas of the genome (Bardwell et al.1994).

1.2.3.4 Nucleotide Excision Repair in Mammalian Cells

Less is known about the mechanics of the NER process in mammalian cells. The

indications with patients suffering from the genetic disease xeroderma pigmentosum,

show that they are unable to carry out NER and as a result, these patients suffer from a

number of deleterious phenotypes such as abnormal sensitivity to UV radiation, abnormal
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pigmentation, predisposition to skin cancer and accelerated neurodegeneration

(Hoeijmakers 1993). Some human genes have since been cloned that are involved in

NER. Table 1 lists these genes along with their yeast homologs.

The human ERCCI cDNA has an open reading frame that encodes a polypeptide

with a calculated molecular mass of ca. 32.5 kDa (van D:uin et al. 1986). ERCCI has

homologies to the RADI} gene from S. cerevisiae (van Duin e/ ø1. 1986). The human

homolog of the yeast RADI gene is ERCC4 (also referred to as XPÐ (Thompson et ø1.

1994). There are indications that the polypeptides encoded by the ERCCI and ERCC4

genes interact to form a stable complex in living cells just as the Rad10 and Radl

proteins do in yeast (Park and Sancar 1994).

The XPD gene (also known as ERCC2) has an open reading frame that encodes a

polypeptide with a predicted mass of 86.9 kDa (Weber et al. 1990). The amino acid

sequence of the XPD polypeptide revealed a 51Yo homology with that of the Rad3 protein

(Weber et al. 1990). Experimental evidence has shown that the XPD protein is a DNA-

dependent ATPase with DNA helicase activity and with properties very similar to those

of Rad3 (Sung et al. 1993b). This seems to imply that the XPD protein functions in the

same capacity in human NER as the Rad3 does in yeast. As stated above, the MDj gene

is involved in basal transcription by RNA polymerase II, however, it has yet to be shown

that the XPD protein has a role in transcription in human cells.

The human homologue of RAD2 isthe XPG gene (also called ERCCS) (Scherly er

al. 1993). This gene encodes aprotein of 133 kDa and, like the Rad2 protein, exhibits a

DNA endonucleolytic activity which generates 3' hydroxyl and 5' phosphate ends.
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Table 1: Human DNA Repair Genes and Their Yeast Homologs
(Friedberg et al.1995)

S. cerevisiae gene Human gene

RAD3
ssL2 (RAD25)
RAD2
RAD]4
RAD4
RADl
RAD26
RAD]O

RAD23

TFBl

^s,s¿l

XPD
XPB
XPG
XPA
XPC
ERCC4/?XPF
CSB
ERCCl

HHR23A
HHR23B

p62
p44
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However, unlike the Rad2 protein, its endonucleolytic activity is able to act on both

single-stranded as well as on double-stranded DNA molecules. and it is able to use either

Mg*2 or Mn*2 as its metal cofactor (Habraken et at. I994b). It has recently been shown

that the XPG protein makes structure-specific endonucleolytic incisions in a synthetic

DNA structure. O'Donovan et al. (1994) showed that this protein recognizes duplex/5'-

single-strand junctions in DNA and bound to these sites. At these sites, the XPG protein

makes an incision 3' to this iunction.

The XPC gene is the human homolog of the RAD4 gene (Legerski and Peterson

1992; Henning et al. 7994). This gene is encodes a polypeptide of ca. 106 kDa (Friedberg

et al. 1995). Like its yeast counterpart, little is known about the XPC protein in terms of

its structure and function in NER in humans.

Resea¡ch is still being done in order to fully understand DNA repair in yeast and

mammals. Yet, as this work continues, a new area in DNA repair is starting to be

explored. This relatively newer field is the study of DNA repair in plants.

1.3 DNA Repair in Plants

Plants and their biology have always been an interesting source of study, however,

in the last few years there has been a refocusing of research on plants. This renewed

interest in plants arose, in part, from the gene transfer technology that can be applied to

crop plants to introduce novel genetic traits (Goldberg 1983). An area of research in

plants with increased interest is that of DNA repair and this increased interest is for two

main reasons (Velemínsky and Angelis 1990):

1. DNA repair may function as one of the defense mechanisms in the protection of
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both wild and crop plants against environmental genotoxic agents to which most plants

are continually being exposed, especially those plants that live in higher altitudes or in

areas of great industrial activity.

2. Error-prone DNA repair is an important part of spontaneous mutation processes

that affect the production of mutations which, in turn, determine the type and the

frequency of beneficial or deleterious mutations in the breeding of crop plants.

For more than 30 years, induced mutagenesis by chemical and physical means has

been extensively used as an adjunct to conventional plant breeding. The result of these

mutagenic processes is the production and release of thousands of improved new varieties

of plants for large scale cultivation (Evans 1989; Gasser and Fraley 1989; Velemínsky

and Angelis 1990).

Plants are highly dependent on their environment and use extrinsic cues such as

water, light and temperature to trigger many developmental events (Goldberg 1988).

Unlike other organisms, plants are fixed organisms, unable to move away from hazardous

agents that they may encounter. For this reason alone plants would be forced to

encounter a wide range of deleterious agents, both natural as well as man made, in their

environment. Therefore, in order to ensure their survival, plants have had to evolve

mechanisms to neutralize or lessen the effects of these dangerous agents (Velemínsky and

Angelis 1990). Some of the man-made agents includes: genotoxic pollution in the air,

water and soil, which include pesticides and herbicides. Plants existing in higher altitudes

have to deal with the more natural deleterious agents in the form of UV and ionizing

radiation and cosmic rays. However, exposure to sunlight has increasingly become a
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more dangerous agent for all plants on Earth in recent years as they may now be

encountering more UV radiation than they are used to due to the rising level of harmful

solar UV radiation reaching the Earth's surface as a result of the decline in the ozone

level that surrounds the Earth lChasan 1994).

1.3.1A. thaliøna as an Ideal Organism for Plant Molecular Biology

One of the more well studied plants in plant molecular biology is Arobidopsis

thaliana.It is a weed with no food or economic value (Meyerowitz and Pruitt 1985). This

plant is a member of the mustard family and is an ideal organism to use in plant genetic

studies due to its small size (measuring about 30 cm), a small haploid genome, ca.7xl07

nucleotide pairs, a haploid chromosome number of only 5 and a short generation time of

five weeks (Leutwiler et al. 1984; Meyerowitzand Pruitt 1985; Pruitt and Meyerowitz

1986; Goldberg 1988; Meyerowitz 1989). Arabidopsis can produce moïe than 10,000

seeds per plant and its growth condition requirements are simple, only needing moist soil

and fluorescent light for rapid growth (Meyerowitz and Pruitt 1985; Pruitt and

Meyerowitz 1986). The flowers of Arabidopsls contain both anthers and pistils and thus

enables self-fertilization which allows new mutations that arise to be made homozygous

with minimal effort (Meyerowitz and Pruitt 1985). When required, cross-fertilization of

Arabidops¿s can be used. Cross-fertilization allows for both genetic mapping and for the

generation of multiple mutant stocks. Mutagenesis is also easily carried out with this

plant. This only requires soaking seeds in chemical mutagens or inadiation of seeds with

y radiation that have been presoaked in water. These mutagenized seeds can then be

planted, grown to maturity and allowed to self-fefülize in order to produce seeds thal are
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homozygous for the new mutations (Meyercwitz and Pruitt 1935). The genome of this

plant species contains little repetitive DNA, most of which is ribosomal RNA genes

(Meyerowitzand Pruitt 1985; Pruitt and Meyerowitz 1986).

1.3.2 Physical Barriers to UV Radiation in Flants

As stated above, plants are immobile organisms and as such they cannot move so

they are forced to deal with their environment. For this reason it only seems natural that

they would have developed many physical protective mechanisms as their first line of

defense against deleterious environmental agents. It has even been suggested that since

plants are exposed to sunlight more than any other organism they may have evolved

unique DNA repair mechanisms (Chasan 1994).

Plants, as their first line of defense, have thick cuticular waxes on their epidermis

that function to filter out the harmful wavelengths from sunlight (Caldwell I97I as stated

in Mclennan 1987). Their second and most important line of defense is the flavonoid

pigments within plant cells. Flavonoids are a class of metabolites that are synthesizedby

vascular plants in response to a variety of environmental stimuli (Kootstra 1994). It is

believed that these pigments play a crucial role in the protection of plant DNA from the

harmful effects of UV irradiation by absorbing light in the UV region of the light

spectrum. The induction of flavonoid production as well as their accumulation in plant

tissues has been observed as a response to UV irradiation (Kootstra 1994; Lois 1994) and

plants with decreased levels of flavonoids have showed increased sensitivity to DNA

damage by UV irradiation (Li et al. 1993; Britt et al. 1993; Lois and Buchanan 1994).

Even pollen contains flavonoids (Jackson t987). Should genotoxic agents make it past
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these physical defense mechanisms plants must also possess DNA repair mechanisms in

order to survive.

1.3.3 DNA Damage in Plants

All plants staft out as a seed. In this state the embryonic plant has very little or no

metabolic activity and is therefore able to persist for long periods of time in a dormant

state (Goldberg 1988). But, even as a seed, DNA lesions can appear spontaneously or

become induced by mutagens that may be encountered by the embryo during this

dormant period (Velemínsky and Angelis 1990). In order for the embryo to grow, these

lesions must be repaired. The repair process in seeds occurs during the early phase of

water uptake (imbibition) by the seed during germination when the metabolic processes

begin (Velemínsky and Angelis 1990). This period of early germination, before the

embryonic cells of the plant enter the S-phase, is important for the repair of spontaneous

DNA lesions that have accumulated in the DNA (Osborne et al. 1984 as stated in

Velemínsky and Angelis 1990). It is believed that this repair of spontaneous DNA lesions

is an essential part of early germination in seeds, and that the lack of this repair in older

seeds is connected with the loss of viability, germination and enhancement of

chromosomal aberrations (Osborne et al. 1984 as stated in Velemínsky and Angelis

1990). It has been shown that apurinic/apyrimidinic sites and strand breaks can form in

seeds during storage (Dandoy et al. 1987; Cheah and Osborne 1978) and that the older

the seed becomes, the less viable it is due to the enhanced frequency of chromosomal

aberrations (Dimitrov I99 4).

Of much importance for the maintenance of the stability of the plant genome is
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the ability of germinating pollen grains to repair DNA damage that may have been

induced during their dry state (Jackson 1987). In this state, pollen can be exposed to

many environmental mutagens which could lead to considerable damage to its DNA.

Therefore, the pollen would need to repair any DNA damage that had developed during

its dehydrated state (Jackson 1987; Velemínsky and Angelis 1990). The dehydrated state

of the pollen seems to pose the most threat to the DNA since dehydration can lead to

other harmful events. It has been suggested that dehydrated DNA has an increased

sensitivity to damage by solar UV irradiation. It is believed that thymines in dehydrated

DNA are converted to 5-thyminyl-5,6-dihydrothymine by UV inadiation (Jackson 1987)

which can only be repaired. via a dark repair mechanism. Other potential dangers to the

pollen gamete DNA comes from heavy metals and alkaloids due to man-made chemicals,

as well as other naturally occurring carcinogens and poisons that may be encountered

from both insect secretions and from the admixture with other pollens in the insect pollen

load (Jackson 1987).

1.3.4 Removal of DNA Damage In Plants

It only makes sense that plants should have some form of DNA repair processes in

order to remove DNA damage. These mechanisms have yet to be elucidated. The reasons

for the difficulty in discovering the DNA repair systems in plants is that plants have

physical defense mechanisms against hazardous environmental agents (as mentioned

above). However, there is evidence that some form of DNA repair does occur in plants.

Studies to date have indicated that plants possess both photoreactivation as well as

excision repair systems for the repair of UV-induced cyclobutane-type pyrimidine dimers
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(Mclennan 1987; Quaite et al. 1994). Clear evidence for the biological effects of

photoreactivation in plants has been hindered by the obvious detrimental effects of

growing plants in the dark (Britt 1995). However, photoreactivation has been

demonstrated in UV-irtadiated cells of //lcotiana tabacum (Trosko and Mansour i968 as

stated in Mclennan 1987), Ginkgo biloba (Trosko and Mansour I969b as stated in

Mclennan 1987) and Caucus carota (Howland 1975), in seedlings of Lathyrus sqtivus

and alfalfa (Soifer and Tsieminis 1974,1977a as stated in Mclennan 1987; Quaite et al.

1994), in intact plants of Woffia microscopia and Spirodela polyrhizø (Delgani et al.

1980), and in pollen of Petunia hybrida (Jackson and Linskens 1979: Jackson 1987). This

mechanism has also been recently shown to occur in Arabidopsis thaliana and appears to

be inducible upon irradiation with UV-B (P*g and Hays 1991). In addition, a recent

study has indicated the presence of a light-dependent repair pathway that eliminates the

UV-induced[6-4] photoproduct in the organism Arabidopsis thaliana (Chen et at.1994).

[6-4] photoproducts are usually eliminated via a dark repair pathway and the only other

evidence for the existence of a photolyase specific for [6-4] photoproducts comes from

Drosophila cell extracts (Todo et al. 1993; Kim et al. 1994). Such an enzlme has not

been found in other eukaryotes or in any prokaryote to date. Therefore, it appears that

Arabidopsis (and possibly other plants) has the ability to photoreactivate both of the

major UV-induced DNA damage photoproducts (Britt 1995). Plants also possess

chloroplasts which contain their own DNA. It seems that chloroplast DNA also have their

own DNA repair systems that are distinct and separate from those of nuclear DNA.

Photoreactivation has been observed in both nuclear as well as in chloroplast DNA from
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the green alga, Chlamydomanas reinhardtii (Small i9S7). These mechanisms use

different enzymes and are under different nuclear control from one another (Small i9S7).

It has been suggested that photoreactivation may not be universal within the plant

kingdom (Mclennan 1987) and that the relative role that photoreactivation plays in those

plants that use this mechanism may differ among plant species (Quaite et al. lgg4).

Plants whose natural habitat is shade might not have the ability to photoreactivate, or if

they do possess this mechanism it is used less extensively. On the other hand, those

plants whose preferred environment contains a lot of sunlight, may have this mechanism

and use it preferentially over the dark repair mechanisms (euaite et at. 1994).

Less is known about the dark repair mechanisms in plants. Excision repair of

pyrimidine dimers from a UV-inadiated plant has been demonstrated in the grass pea

Lathyrus sativus (Soifer and Tsieminis 1974, 1977a, b as stated in Mclennan 1987), in

alfalfa seedlings (Quaite et al. 1994), in nuclear DNA of Chlamydomonas reinhardtii

(Small 1987) and is presumed to function in the chloroplast DNA of this organism as

well. There are also indications that excision repair occurs in UV-irradiated pollen of

Petunia hybrida (Jackson and Linskens 1978; Jackson and Linskens 1979). To date there

is no clear evidence for the existence of other dark repair mechanisms in plants, Le.

recombination repair and damage tolerance. It is of interest to note that a mutagenic

damage tolerance repair pathway may exist in plants as indicated by the discovery of an

Arabidopsis thaliana mutant that exhibits phenotypic properties similar to those of yeast

mutants in the RAD6 epistasis group (Harlow et al. 1994). Like the MD6 yeast mutants,

this Arabidops¡s mutant, called uvhl, exhibits hypersensitivity to both UV light and
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ionizing radiation.

There are some indications that plants may have inducible repair systems, one for

dealing with alkylating agents and another for dealing with nonalkylating agents. The

exact molecular mechanisms of these inducible systems have yet to be determined, but

preliminary evidence shows that this system, once activated by harmful agents, protects

plants from subsequent damage by these agents (Heindorff et at. 1987).

1.3.5 Isolation of DNA Repair Genes and/or Proteins From Plants

Even though very little is known about the exact steps involved in the dark repair

processes in plants, some DNA repair enzymes have been isolated from a number of

different plants which include: photolyase from maize pollen and from several types of

bean (Mclennan 1987); uracil-DNA glycosylases from wheat germs, onion roots, and

carrot cell suspensions (Gutierrez 1987); AP-endonucleases from leaves and embryos of

beans and barley (Thibodeau and Verly 1976; Svachulová et al. 1978 as stated in

Velemínsky and Angelis 1990) and endonucleases specific for UV-induced pyrimidine

dimers from carrot cells (Mclennan and Eastwood i986). This latter endonuclease has

been found to be similar to that of the uvrABC endonuclease of E coli with regards to

both its size and its activity with respect to the type of dimer it excises (Mclennan and

Eastwood 1986).

Recently, a ubiquitin carrier protein has been isolated from both wheat germ and

Arabidopsis thaliana (Sullivan and Vierstra 1991). This protein has been shown to have

high amino acid sequence similarity to the Rad6 protein of yeast. In the case of the wheat

germ ubiquitin carrier protein, it has been shown that it is structurally and functionally
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similar the yeast Rad6 repair protein (Sullivan and Vierstra 1989).

Since the Arabidopsls plant is such an easy plant to work with (see section 1.3.1)

many genes that are believed to be involved in DNA repair have been isolated from this

plant. Fottr Arabidopsis cDNAs have been isolated that partially complement dark repair

deficiencies in E coli (Pang et ol. 1992,I993a). These cDNAs were designated DRTI00,

DRTI}|, DRTI}2 and DRTI}3. Two other Arabidopsis cDNAs have been discovered by

Pang et al. (I993b) that were designated DRTllI and DRTII2. These cDNAs were

observed to increase resistance to UV light as well as to several chemical DNA-damaging

agents in E. coli strains that were defrcient in recombination intermediate resolution

activities, i.e. unable to resolve Holliday junctions formed during homologous

recombination events (Pang et al. I993b). The activities of DRTL}I and DRTI}2 were

found to be specific for UV light damage and they complemented both UvrB- and UvrC-

E. coli phenotypes (Pang et al. 1993a). It was also discovered that the Drt101 protein

exhibited some short blocks of amino acid sequence homologous to that of Radl0 as well

as the human repair protein homolog ERCCl (Pang et al. 1993a). DRTI00 was observed

to partially complement the RecA- phenotype in E. coli (Pang et al. 1992). The exact

function of DRTI}3 was not discovered, however its amino acid sequence exhibited a

small degree of similarity to the sequences of microbial photolyases (Pang et al. I993a).

More recently, Santerre and Britt (1994) have cloned a 3-methlyadenine-DNA

glycosylase from Arabidopsis thaliana. This gene was observed to complement the

metþl methanesulfonate-sensitive phenotype of E. coli and its amino acid sequence

showed significant homology to that of the rat 3-methyladenine-DNA glycosylase.
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1.4 Purpose of This Study

The aim of this study was to isolate and characteúze a gene involved in nucleotide

excision repair in Arabidopsis thaliana. The approach was to transform mutant yeast

strains defective in nucleotide excision repair with plasmids containing Arabidopsis

thaliana cDNAs and attempt to isolate a complementing cDNA. In addition, genomic

DNA from Arabidopsis thaliana was probed with various yeast DNA repair genes with

the hope of detecting an Arabidopsis DNA repair gene with DNA homology. Any yeast

DNA repair genes that bound to the genomic DNA ftom Arabidopsis was then used to

probe an Arabidops¡s cDNA library with the hope of isolating a oDNA that is an

homologous Arabidopsls DNA repair gene.
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2 MATERIALS AND METTIODS

2.1 Chemicals and Media Components

All chemicals used were anal¡ical reagent grade and were obtained commercially

from Fisher Scientific, Mallinckrodt, Sigma, or Bethesda Research Laboratories (BRL).

Media components such as yeast extract, tryptone, peptone, yeast nitrogen base w/o

amino acids and agar \¡/ere purchased from Canlab.

2,2Yeast and Bacterial Strains

The complete genotypes of all strains used in this study are given in Table 2.

Construction of MKP-o and KAM-I (radlL::LEU2)have been described by Pierce et al.

1987 and Kunz et al. 1990 resoectivelv.

2.3 Plasmids and Phage U""roru

Table 3 lists the numerous plasmids and phage vectors used throughout this study.

2.4 Arabidopsis thøliøna cDNA Library

The Arabidopsis thalianø cDNAs that were used in this study were carried on a

unique vector called ÀYES (see Table 3). î,YES (Figure 3) is a multifunctional vector

having an insert capability of 8.4 kb that is capable of replicating as a lambda phage and

as a plasmid lysogen in E. coli, and contains a plasmid component that when excised can

replicate as a centromere plasmid in yeast (Elledge et al. l99l). The cDNA-containing

plasmid component of the vector can be excised from the lambda phage by site-specific

recombination between the lox sites in the vector using the Cre protein. The cDNAs are

inserted in both direction. In one, they are expressed from the E. coli lacl promoter and in
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Table 2. Yeast and Bacterial Strains

Strain Genotvpe Reference/Source

Yeast Strains
MKP-o MATa, canl-100, ade2-I,lys2-1, Pierce et al. 1987

ura3-52, Ieu2-3,1 12, his3-L200,
npI-L901

KAM-I as for MKP-o but radl L;:LEU2 Kunz et al. I990a

SX46 MATa, rad2, ade2, ura3-52, trpl-289, E.C. Friedberg
hÌs3-832

BCRS2-51 as for MKP-o but rad2\,:;URA3 this study

LN116 MATy, rad3-2, øde2-101, his3\,, E.C. Friedbere
lys2- I, trp I A,, urs3-5 2

WS3-l as forMKP-o butrad3-l..TRPL W. Siede

V/S8104-28 MATa, rad4-4, ade2-1, ura3-52, Fleer et al. T987
trpl -289

BCRAD4^ as for MKP-o but rad4\:;hisG this study

334 MATx, pep4-3, prbl-I12, ura 3-52, Hovland et al. I9B9
leu2-3, I I 2, regl -501, gall
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Table 2. Continued

Strain Genotype Reference/Source

Bacteria Strains
JFI754 Llac, gal, metB, leuB, hisB436, pierce et al. I9B7

hsdR

L8392 hsdRïI4, supE44, supF58, lacYL N. Crawford
or A(acIZY)6, galK2, galT22,
metBl, trpR55, mcrA

LE392lpMC9 L8392 containing pMCg Elledge et al. t991

JM107 endAL, gyr96, thi, hsdRl7, supE44, Elledge et at. 1991
relAL, A,(ac-proAB), (F', traD36,
proAB', lacf ZAMI51

BNN132 JM107 lysogenized with ¡,KC Elledge et al. t99l
that expresses cre, neo and knn
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Table 3. Plasmids and Phage Vectors Used In This Study

Name Relevant Genotype Reference/Source

Plasmids

pNF1000

pNF2005

pDG255

pDGT

pNF102

pFFl1.56

pNKY74

YEpI3RAD5I-23

pSM13

YCpRAD52-l1I

YEpl3RADs4-2r6/'

YEpl3RAD55-13C

pFL4I

pWS301/Cl

pJA6

RAD], URA3U, bhb

RAD2, URA3, bIA

RAD3, URA3, bIA

RAD4, URA3, bIA

RAD]0, URA3, bTA

RAD]8, URA3, bIA,

ARS]", CEN4I

RAD5O, URA3, bIA

RADï], LEU2U, bIA

RADS2, bla

RAD52, LEU2, bla, lacZ

RAD54, LEU2, bIA

RAD55, LEU2, bIA

REV], URA3, bIA,

ARS], CEN4

REV2, UM3, bIA,

ARS], CEN4

REI/3, URA3, bIA,

ARS], CEN4

Yang and Friedberg 1984,
Reynolds et. al. 1987

Nicolet et al. 1985

R.D. Gietz

Gietz and Prakash 1988/
R.D. Gietz

Reynolds et al. 1985b, Weiss
and Friedberg 1985

Fabre et al. 1989

Alani et al. 1989

Calderone et al. 1983,
Shinohara et ø1. 1992

B. A. Kunz (personal
communication)

Adzumaet al. 1984

Emery et al. 1991, Calderone
er al. 1983

Lovett and Mortimer 1987,
Calderone et.al. 1983

Larimer et al.1989

Ahne et al. 1992

Morrison et al. 1989
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Table 3. Continued

Name Genotype Reference/Source

pBL304 Pol III, LEU2, bla Boulet et al. 1989

pKM55 rad2A,::URA3, lacl, K. Madura/ R.D. Gietz
lacZ,bla

pDG38 rad4\::URA3, lacl, Gietz and Prakash 1988i R.D. Gietz
lacZ, bla, hisG

pMC9

pNKY51

bla, lacl Elledge et al. 1997

bla, UM3, hisG Alani et al. 1987

Phage

ÀYES oDNA library UM3, bla, Elledge et al. I99I;N. Crawford
ARS],CEN4

¡,YES UM3, blq, Elledge et al. I99L/RD. Gietz
ARS],CEN4

u 
Selectable markers in yeast

b^," B-lactamase gene conferring ampicillin resistance and used as a selectable marker in E
coli.

' Yeast replication origin
d 

Yeast centromere sequence



Figure 3. I"YES Vector. The figure illustrates the I"YES vector that was used to carry the

Arabidopsis thaliana cDNAs. The linear phage vector is shown in A with the plasmid

component of this vector shown in detail underneath, between the Nofl restriction sites.

Upon infection into a bacterial strain that produce the Cre protein, the plasmid portion of

this vector is excised via site-specific recombination involving the Cre protein andthe lox

sites in the vector. The excised vector is shown in B. The cDNAs are located non-

directionally at the XhoI site in between the GALI and the lac promoters (modified from

Elledge et al.l99I).
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the other they are expressed from the yeast GALI promoter. The selectable markers are

bla (encoding the enzyme B-lactamase) in E. coli and URA3 (encoding orotidine-5'-

phosphate decarboxylase) in yeast. The cDNAs are inserted into a XhoI site flanked by

EcoRI sites. The XhoI sites should be regenerated during the cloning process which

allows for the isolation of the insert by digestion with this enzyme. However, sometimes

these XhoI sites are not present and the insert can then be excised by EcoRI.

2.5 Media

2.5.1 Yeast Growth Media

A. SD (Synthetic Dextrose) (Sherman et al. 1983):
per litre: 40 g dextrose

6.7 gBacto yeast nitrogen base w/o amino acids (Difco)

Necessary nutrients were added at the concentrations suggested by Sherman et al. (1983).
When required, galactose was substituted for dextrose (same concentration) and the
medium was then designated SG (synthetic galactose). Medium lacking uracil was
designated SD-ura and SG-ura.

B. YPD (Yeast Peptone Dextrose) (Sherman et al. 1983)
per litre: 20 g dextrose

20 g Bacto peptone (Difco)
i0 g Bacto yeast extract (Difco)

For yeast transformation, 10 mg adenine sulfate was added per litre of YPD and the
medium was designated YPDA.

2.5.2 E. coliGrowth Medium

C. YT (Yeast Tryptone) (Miller 1972)
per litre: 8 g Bacto tryptone (Difco)

5 g Bacto yeast extract (Difco)
5 g sodium chloride

When required, ampicillin (100 mg/L) was added after autoclaving and cooling of the
medium to 45oC. The medium was then designated YT+amp. Medium containing twice
the concentration of the YT components was designated 2xYT and was used for bacterial
transformation.
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D. LB (Luria Broth) (Sambrook et al. 1989)
per litre: 10 g Bacto tryptone (Difoo)

i0 g Bacto yeast extract (Difco)
5 g sodium chloride

When required, ampicillin (100 mg/L) was added after autoclaving and cooling of the
medium to 45oC. The medium was then designated LB+amp.

E. For solid media, 20 glL agar was added.

F. Tenific Broth (Sambrook er al. 1989)

per 900 mL: 12 gBacto tryptone (Difco)
24 gBacto yeast extract (Difco)
4 mL glycerol

0.17 M KH2PO4, 0.72M K2HPOa:

per 100 mL: 2.31 g KH2PO4
12.54 gK2HPO4

After sterilizationby autoclaving and allowing the broth and the solution to cool to 60oC,
the 100 mL of 0.17 M KH2PO4, 0J2M K2HPO4 was added to the broth.

2.6 DNA Isolation

2.6.lLarge Scale Yeast DNA Preparation

SCE buffer: 770 mM sorbitol
100 mM sodium citrate
60 mM Na2EDTA, pH 8.0

Zymolyase: Zymolyase 100,000 (Seikagaku Kogyo) was dissolved
at a concentration of 6 ms/ml in SCE buffer.

TE buffer: 50 mM Tris, pH 7.5

20 mM Na2EDTA, pH 8.0

RNase: 1 mg/ml RNase was dissolved in 5 mM Tris
(pH 8.0),4,000 UlmL RNase Tl was added

and the mixture was heated to 100oC for 10

min and cooled slowly to room temperature.
Aliquots (100 pL) were stored at -20oC.
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Potassium acetate: 5 M potassium acetate was adjusted to pH
4.8 with glacial acetic acid.

Total yeast DNA used for Southern dried gel analysis was isolated by a

modification of a procedure described by Sherman et al. (1983). Yeast was grown in 50

mL YPD to stationary phase (l-2 x 108 cells/ml) and the cells were pelleted by

centrifugation (3,020 x g, 5 min, room temperature) and washed with and resuspended in

3 mL SCE buffer. Zymolyase (250 ¡tL) was added and the cell suspension was incubated

for 45 min at 37oC with gentle shaking. The resulting spheroplasts were pelleted by

centrifugation (755 x g, 5 min, room temperature) and resuspended in 5 mL TE buffer.

Sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS, 500 pL, l0o/o, wlv) was added. The contents were mixed

gently by inversion and the tube was incubated for 30 min at 65oC. Potassium acetate, 7.5

mL, 5M, was added and the suspension was chilled on ice for 30 min. The precipitate was

pelleted by centrifugation (34,800 x g,20 min, 4oC), the supernatant was transferred to a

fresh tube, and 14 mL of ice-cold ethanol (95%) was added. The precipitated nucleic

acids were pelleted by centrifugation (3,020 x g, 5 min, 4oC), and the pellet was dried and

dissolved in 3 mL TE buffer. RNase (150 pL) was added and the suspension was

incubated for 30 min at 37oC with shaking. Then, 3 mL isopropanol (room temperature)

was added, the solution was mixed and the DNA pelleted by centrifugation (1,085 x g,4

min, 4oC). The DNA pellet was dried, dissolved in 300 pL TE buffer, transferred to a i.5

mL microfuge tube and stored at -20oC.

2.6.2 Rapid Alkaline Procedure for Plasmid DNA Isolation From E. colil

50 mM glucose

25 mM Tris, pH 8.0

10 mM Na2EDTA, pH 8.0

GTE buffer:
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NaOH/SDS: 200 mM NaOH
1% (w/v) SDS
preparedjust prior to use.

Ammonium acetate: 7.5 M ammonium acetate was dissolved in water
while being heated to 65oC and was titrated with glacial
acetic acid to achieve a pH of 5.8.

TE buffer: See section 2.6.1

To quickly isolate a large number of plasmid DNA samples, a modif,rcation of the

procedure of Morelle (1989) was used. Bacteria were grown overnight in 5 mL YT+arnp

at3ToCwith shaking and ihe cells were collected by centrifugation (1,850 x g, i0 min,

room temperature), resuspended in 1 mL of GTE buffer and transferred into a microfuge

tube. Cells were pelleted by centrifugation (Brinkman 54I5C,30 sec., room temperature),

and resuspended in 190 ¡rL GTE buffer. The cell suspension was mixed gently and then

transferred to ice. The NaOFVSDS solution (400 pL) was added drop-wise and the

mixture incubated on ice for 5 min, after which the ammonium acetate (300 ¡rL) was

added drop-wise and the mixture incubated on ice for 10 min. The precipitate was

pelleted by centrifugation (Brinkman 5415C,30 min, 4oC) and the supernatant was

transferred to a fresh microfuge tube. This procedure was repeated twice moïe, but the

centrifugation times were reduced to 20 min. Then, 500 ¡ù isopropanol (room

temperature) was added, the contents were mixed by inversion and the tube was held at

room temperature for 10 min. Following centrifugation (Brinkman 5415C,5 min, room

temperature) the nucleic acid pellet was washed with 70%o ice-cold ethanol, dried under

vacuum, and dissolved in 70 pL TE buffer. DNA samples were stored at -20oC.
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2.6.3 Rapid Alkaline Procedure for Plasmid DNA Isolation From E. colirr

GTE buffer:

NaOH/SDS:

Neutralizing solution:

See Section 2.6.2

See Section 2.6.2

1.25 M potassium acetate was dissolved in water
and titrated with glacial acetic acid to achieve a pH
of 5.2.

Partway through these studies a more rapid procedure was used for isolating

plasmid DNA that was not going to be sequenced (Birnboim and Doly 1979 as modified

by K. Ramachandran, personal communication). Bacteria were grown overnight in 5 mL

YT+amp at37oC with shaking and the cells were collected by centrifugation (1,850 x g,

10 min, room temperature), resuspended in 1 mL GTE buffer and transferred to a

microfuge tube. Cells were centrifuged again (Brinkman 5415C, 30 sec, room

temperature) and resuspended in 200 pL GTE buffer. Lysis solution (200 pL) was added

to the microfuge tube and the contents were thoroughly mixed by inversion. Neutralizing

solution (200 pL) was then added and once again the contents were mixed by inverting

the tube several times. The precipitate was pelleted by centrifugation (Brinkman 5415C,

10 min, room temperature) and the supernatant was transferred to a fresh microfuge tube.

This step was repeated once or twice more until either there was no longer a pellet or the

pellet was very small. Then, isopropanol was added (500 ¡rL, room temperature) the

contents of the tube were mixed by inversion, and the tube was incubated at room

temperature for 10 min. The nucleic acid was pelleted by centrifugation (Brinkman

5415C, 2 min, room temperature) washed with I mL ice cold 70%o ethanol and dried

under vacuum. It was f,rnally resuspended in 50 pL TE buffer and stored at -20oC.
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2.6.4Large Scale Preparation of Plasmid DNA

STE buffer:

GTE buffer:

Lysozyme

NaOFVSDS:

Potassium acetate:

Ammonium açetate:

PEG:

TE buffer

RNase

100 mM sodium chloride
l0 mM Tris HCl, pH 8.0
I mM Na2EDTA, pH 8.0

See section 2.6.2

25 mglmL dissolved in GTE buffer (Boehringer Manheim).

See section 2.6.2

See section 2.6.1

10 mM ammonium acetate was dissolved in
glacial acetic acid while being heated to
65oC. The f,rnal pH of 7.8.

13% (wlv) polyethylene glycols666 (Sigma)
was dissolved in 1.6 M sodium chloride
solution and frlter-sterilized just prior
to use.

See section 2.6.1

See section 2.6.1

Double-stranded plasmid DNA used for probes was prepared by a scaled up

version of the alkaline procedure by Birnboim and Doly (1979). Bacterial cultures were

grown overnight in 5 mL YT+arnp at 37oC with shaking. Two mL of overnight culture

was transferred to 500 mL YT+amp and grown overnight at 37oC with shaking. Cells

were pelleted by centrifugation (2,000 x g, 15 min,4oC), resuspended in 100 mL of ice-

cold STE buffer, pelleted again, and resuspended in 18 mL GTE buffer.Lysoryme (2

mL) was added and the cell suspension incubated at room temperature for 10 min and

then chilled on ice for 10 min. The NaOH/SDS (a0 mL) was added and the mixture was
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incubated on ice for 10 min. Potassium acetate (20 mL) was added and the contents were

mixed by inversion and incubated on ice for 10 min. The precipitate was then pelleted by

centrifugation (5,000 x g, 20 min, 4oC) and the supernatant filtered through 5 double

layers of cheesecloth and transfemed to a fresh centrifuge tube. The nucleic acids were

precipitated by adding 50 mL of isopropanol (room temperature) and incubating at room

temperature for l5 min. The precipitate was pelleted by centrifugation (4,080 x g, 15 min,

room temperature), washed with7)%o ethanol (room temperature), afu dried and dissolved

in 3 mL TE buffer. The RNA was removed by precipitation with 3 mL ice-cold 5 M

lithium chloride followed by centrifugation (12,100 x g, 4oC). The supernatant was

transferred to a fresh tube and 6 mL of isopropanol (room temperature) was added. The

tube was incubated at room temperature for i0 min and the resulting precipitate was

pelleted by centrifugation (12,100 x g, 10 min, room temperature). The pellet was washed

with 70Yo ethanol (room temperature), dried under vacuum, dissolved in 500 pL TE

buffer and transferred to a microfuge tube. The RNase Ø VL) was added and the tube was

incubated at37oC for 30 min. The DNA was precipitated with the PEG solution, pelleted

by centrifugation (Brinkman 5415C,5 min, 4oC), the supernatant was discarded and the

pellet was dissolved in 570 pL TE buffer. The nucleic acids were extracted once with 570

¡rL TE-saturated phenol, once with 540 ¡L TE-saturated phenol-chloroform (1:1) and

once with 500 ¡rL TE-saturated chloroform. After each extraction, the samples were

centrifuged (Brinkman 54I5C, 2 min, room temperature) and the upper aqueous layer

was transferred to a fresh microfuge tube. Following the last extraction, one-third the

volume of ammonium acetate and twice the volume of 95o/o ethanol were added. the
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contents were mixed by inversion and incubated at room temperature for 10 min. The

precipitate was pelleted by centrifugation (Brinkman 54I5C,5 min, 4oC). The pellet was

washed with 1 mL 70%o ice-cold ethanol, dried under vacuum and dissolved in 500 uL

TE buffer. DNA samples were stored at -20oC.

2.6.5Isolation of Genomic DNA fromArsbidopsß thølíunct

Extraction buffer: 100 mM Tris pH 8.0
50 mM Na2EDTA

500 mM sodium chloride
1 0 mM B-mercaptoethanol

See Section 2.6.1

3 M sodium acetate was titrated
to pH 4.8 with glacial acetic acid.

50 mM Tris pH 8.0
10 mM Na2EDTA pH 8.0

See Section 2.6.1

See Section 2.6.1

Total genomic DNA ftom Arabidopsis thaliana that was used for Southern dried

gel analysis \¡/as isolated by a modification of a protocol described by Dellap orta et al.

(1983). 0.8 g of plant tissue was frozen in liquid nitrogen and ground to a fine powder.

Equal quantities of this powder were transferred to a 1.5 mL microfuge tube containing

485 pL of extraction buffer and 35 ¡rL of SDS (20%, w/v). Care was taken to keep the

tissue frozen before it was placed into the extraction buffer. All materials used for

handling and grinding of the plant tissue were precooled with liquid nitrogen. After the

ground tissue was placed into the microfuge tube containing the extraction buffer, the

tube was vigorously mixed on a vortex for 1 min and placed at 65oC for 10 min. The

potassium acetate (161 ¡rL) was added and the solution mixed well by shaking

Potassium acetate:

Sodium acetate:

TE-X buffer:

RNase:

TE buffer:
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vigorously. The microfuge tube was incubated on ice for 20 min, then centrifuged

(Brinkman 5415C, 15 min, 4oC; and the supernatant transferred to a fresh tube. This was

repeated once with the centrifugation time decreased to 5 min. Ice cold isopropanol

(325¡tL) was added, the contents of the tube mixed well by inversion and the tube

incubated at -20oC for 30 min. The tube was then centrifuged (Brinkman 5415CJ.5 min,

4oC) and the nucleic acid pellet was dried under vacuum. The pellet was dissolved in 700

¡rL of TE-X buffer and 10 pL of RNase was added. The tube was incubated at 37oC for

30 min. The nucleic acids were then extracted with 700 ¡tL of TE-X-saturated phenol, and

700 ¡L of TE-X-saturated chloroform:isoamyl alcohol Qa:\. The nucleic acids were

precipitated by the addition of 75 ¡tL of sodium acetate and 500 pL of isopropanol (room

temperature). The microfuge tubes were placed at -20oC for 30 min and the precipitate

was collected by centrifugation (Brinkman 5415C,3 min, 4oC¡ and dried under vacuum.

The DNA was dissolved in i00 pL of TE buffer and stored at-20oC.

2.6.6Preparation of Bacterial Nucleic Acids (RNA ptus DNA)

STE buffer:

NaOH/SDS:

Potassium acetate:

See section 2.6.4

See section 2.6.2

See section 2.6.1

Bacterial RNA plus DNA was prepared for use as a carrier in yeast

transformations by modifying the latter half of the protocol described in section 2.6.4

Nucleic acids were prepared through the first isopropanol precipitation and 70Yo ethanol

wash. Following the wash, the pellet was dried, dissolved in 6 mL TE buffer and

transferred by pipette to a 30 mL sterile Corex tube. The nucleic acids were then
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extracted once with TE-saturated phenol, once with 6 mL TE-saturated

phenol:chloroform (1:i) and once with 6 mL TE-saturated chloroform. After each

extraction, approximately 5 mL of the top aqueous layer was transferred to a sterile 15

mL Corex tube. Next, 6 mL of isopropanol was added to precipitate the nucleic acids.

The contents of the tube were mixed well by inversion and the tube was incubated at

room temperature for 10 min. The nucleic acids were then pelleted by centrifugation

(Brinkman 54I5C,15 min, 4oC), washed with 1 mL ice-cold 70Yo ethanol, dried under

vacuum, dissolved in 500 pL TE buffer and stored at -20oC.

2.7 Transformation Procedures

2.7.1 Bzcterial Transformation I

Buffer A: 100 mM sodium chloride
5 mM Tris, pH 7.5
5 mM MgCl2

100 mM CaCl2
5 mM Tris, pH 7.5

5 mM MgCl2

Bacterial cells were transformed using a modification (Pierce et al. 1987) of the

calcium chloride procedure of Mandel and Higa (1970). E.coli strains were grown

overnight in 5 mL YT. The cells were then diluted 1:100 in YT (40 mL of YT for every

10 transformations), grown for t h 45 min at 37oC with shaking (O.D.666 : 0.6). The

culture was then incubated on ice for 10 min. The cells were collected by centrifugation

(3,020 x g, 10 min, 4oc) and, for every 40 mL of culture, the pellet was washed and

resuspended in 10 mL of buffer A and then incubated on ice for 20 min. Next, the cells

were collected by centrifugation(3,202 x g, 10 min,4oC) and for every 40 mL of original

Buffer B:
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culfire, resuspended in 10 mL of buffer B, incubated on ice for t h, pelleted by

centrifugation (3,020 x g, 10 min, 4oC) and resuspended in2 mL of the same solution.

For each transformation, 200 pL of the cell suspension was transferred to a sterile

microfuge tube containing ca. 0.5-1.0 ¡rg plasmid DNA that was isolated previously (see

sections 2.6.2 or 2.6.3). The tube was incubated on ice for t h, heat shocked at 42oC for 2

min and immediately placed back on ice for 2 min. 2x YT (200 ¡rL) was added to each

tube which was then incubated at37oC for I h. The cell suspensions were then plated on

YT+amp medium and incubated overnightat3Toc.

2.7.2 Bacterial Transformation II

Transformation LB:
per litre: 10 g Bacto tryptone (Difco)

5 g Bacto yeast extract (Difco)
10 g sodium chloride
i0 mM MgSOa 7H2O
0.2% (vlv) glucose

Storage LB:
per 100 mL: 1 g Bacto tryptone (Difco)

0.5 g Bacto yeast extract (Difco)
I g sodium chloride
36 mL glycerol
12 g polyethylene glycolss66 (Sigma)
1.2 mM MgSOa THrO

Partway through the experiments the transformation procedure of Nishimura et al.

(1990) was used. E. coli strains were gro\/n overnight at37oC with shaking in 5 mL of

LB broth. The cells were then diluted 1:100 in Transformation LB 150 mL of

Transformation LB for every 30 transformations), grown for t h 45 min at 37oC with

shaking (O.D.+oo: 0.3-0.4) and then chilled on ice for 10 min. The cells were then
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collected by centrifugation (3,020 x g, 10 min,4oC) and, for every 50 mL of culture, the

cells were gently resuspended in 0.5 mL of ice cold Transformation LB. Once the cells

were fully resuspended,2.5 mL of ice cold Storage LB was added to every 50 mL culture

and the contents were gently mixed. At this point, the competent cells could either be

used immediately for transformation or they could be stored in i00 ¡rL aliquots at -60oC

for future transformations. To use these frozen competent cells, they were first allowed to

slowly thaw on ice. For each transformation, a 100 pL aliquot of the cell suspension was

added to an ice cold sterile microfuge tube containing ca. 0.5-1.0 pg of plasmid DNA.

The DNA and cell suspension was mixed well by inversion and placed on ice for 30 min.

Following incubation on ice the microfuge tube was heated at 42oC for 2 min and then

chilled on ice for 2 min. Transformation LB (300 pL, room temperature) was added to

each tube, which was then placed at 37oC for t h. The cell-DNA mixtures were then

plated onto LB*amp medium and incubated overnight at37oC.

2.7 .3 Y east Transformation

TE buffer:

PEG:

Lithium acetate:

Section 2.6.1

44% (w/v) polyethylene glycol3356 (Sigma) was
dissolved in 100 mM lithium acetate and filter-
sterilized just prior to use.

100 mM dissolved in TE buffer.

Yeast cells were transformed using the lithium acetate procedure described by Ito

et al. (1983) as modified by Schiestl and Gietz (1989) and Gietz et al. (1992). YPDA

(100 mL) was inoculated with stationary phase yeast cells and the culture was incubated

with shaking at 30oC overnight until the cell titre reached 1 x 107 cells/ml as determined
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using a Coulter counter. The culture was centrifuged (4,080 x g, 5 min, room

temperature) to pellet the cells. The cell pellet was washed twice in 5 mL TE buffer and

resuspended in I mL lithium acetate. The suspension was then incubated at room

temperature for 5 min. For each transformation, a 100 pL aliquot of cell suspension was

transferred to a sterile 13 mm plastic tube (Sarstedt). The DNA to be transformed (1 pg)

was added to the tube and 20 ¡tL of bacterial nucleic acids (3.5 pglpl.) (see section 2.6.6)

was added as a carrier and the contents of the tube were mixed gently by tapping. PEG

(aa) p'L) was added and the tube was incubated at room temperature for 30 min.

Dimethyl sulfoxide (final concentration 10%;o vlv) was added and the tube was heated to

42oC for 15 min. The cells were then pelleted by centrifugation (1,850 x g, 5 min, room

temperature) and washed twice with sterile water and resuspended in 1 mL of the same.

Aliquots (0.2 mL) of the cell suspension were plated on appropriately supplemented

minimal medium to select for transformants and the plates were incubated at 30oC for up

to 6 days. Individual transformants were purif,red by streaking single colonies onto the

same medium and incubating the plates for 2-3 days at 30oC. The phenotypes of the

transformants were then characterized by testing for growth on appropriately

supplemented media.

2.8 Lambda Library Screening

2.8.1 Lambda Plaque Plating

SM Buffer:
per litre: 5.8 g sodium chloride

2 g MgSOa 7H2O
50 mM Tris þH 7.5)
0.1 g gelatin
The buffer was adjusted to pH 7.5 with 10N NaOH.
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LB top agarose:

per litre: l0 g Bacto tryptone (Difco)
10 g Bacto yeast extract (Difco)
5 s sodium chloride

The above ingredients were dissolved and agarose was added so that the
final concentration was 0.7%o (w/v). The mixture was heated to boiling to
dissolve the agarose and was aliquoted prior to sterilization by
autoclaving.

LE392lpMC9 was inoculated into 5 mL LB+amp and grown overnight at 37oC,

without shaking, until the titre reached ca. 1x108 cells/ml. The following morning, the

cells were vigorously shaken at 37oC for 30 min to ensure that all the cells were in log

phase. The cells were then collected by centrifugation (1,850 x g, 10 min, room

temperature) and resuspendedin2.5 mL 10 mM MgSOa. The lambda library was titred to

be approximately 1x108 pfrr/ml. The library was diluted with SM Buffer which would

result in approximately 2,000-6,000 plaques per 150 mm diameter plate for the primary

screening and 200-300 plaques and 50-100 plaques per 100 mm diameter plate for the

secondary and tertiary screenings respectively. For the primary screening, 600 pL of cells

were added to 50 ¡rL of diluted phage in a microfuge tube, whereas for the secondary

screening, 100 pL of cells were added to 100 pL of diluted phage. The cell-phage

solution was mixed gently and placed at 37oC for 15 min. Following the 15 min

incubation, the cell-phage solution was added to LB top agarose (10 mL for the large

plates and 5 mL for the smaller plates) and poured onto LBramp medium. After the top

agarose had solidified the plates were then incubated upside down at37oC for 8-10 h. The

plates were then placed at 4oC for at least 6 h prior to plaque lifts.
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2.8.2 Lambda Plaque Lifts

20x SSC: 3 M sodium chloride
0.3 M sodium citrate
Solution was adjusted to pH 7.0 with 10 N NaOH.

1.5 M sodium chloride
0.5 M NaOH

1.5 M sodium chloride
0.5 M TrisHCL, pH7.2

0.001 M Na2EDTA, pH 8.0

Denaturing solution:

Neutralizing solution:

For lambda plaque hybridizations using DNA probes, lifts were done of the

freshly formed plaques. The 132 mm diameter nylon membrane was used for the primary

screening and the 82 mm diameter nylon membrane was used for the secondary and

i.:ofüary screenings. The membranes were first marked by cutting out three asymmetric

notches before being placed on the plaque-containing top agarose. The location of the

notches were transferred to the plate by marking the agar with a sterile needle at the apex

of each of the notches. This was necessary to ensure proper orientation of the plaques and

the positive plaques could then be identified after hybridization. After approximately 1

min, the membrane was removed and placed, plaque side up, on a sheet of 3MM

Whatman chromatography paper soaked with denaturing solution. A replica membrane

was made for each plate but this second membrane was left on the agar plate for 4 min

prior to its removal onto the denaturing solution soaked chromatography paper. The

membranes were incubated for 7 min then transferred to another sheet of chromatography

paper soaked with neutralizing solution and incubated for 3 min. They were then

transferred to another sheet of chromatography paper soaked in neutralizing solution for

an additional 3 more min after which the filters were washed briefly in 2x SSC. The
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membranes were then placed on dry paper towels and allowed to air dry. The DNA was

crosslinked by placing the membranes plaque side down on a standard UV

transilluminator (254 nm) for 3 min to covalently link the DNA onto the membrane. After

UV inidiation of the membranes, they were wrapped in one layer of Saran Wrap

(Dupont) and stored under vacuum at room temperature until they were used for

hybridization.

2.8.3 Lambda Plaque Hybridizations

Salmon sperm DNA: Salmon sperm DNA (Sigma) was dissolved in water
(5 mg/ml-) and then pressed through a fine syringe several
times to shear the DNA. Aliquots were stored at -20oC. The
salmon sperm DNA was heated at 100oC for 10 min then
cooled in ice-water prior to use in order to denature the
DNA.

Prehybridization S olution :

Solution I:

Solution II:

Solution III:

6x SSC

5x Denhardt's solution
0.5% (w/v) SDS
0.02 mglml- salmon sperm DNA (See section
2.r0.2)
Prepared just prior to use and heated to 65oC.

2x SSC

2x SSC

0.1% (w/v) SDS

0.1x SSC

0.1% (w/v) SDS

Plaque lifts of the lambda library was screened following the procedures in the

Amersham International instruction manual. Duplicate filters from each plate were placed

in a glass hybridization bottle (Bio/Can Scientific), 35 mm x 150 mm for the 82 mm

diameter membranes and 35 firm x 300 mm for the I32 mm diameter membranes. When
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necessary, nylon mesh was used to prevent membrane overlap. The prehybridization

solution (20 mL or 30 mL for the small or large glass bottles respectively) was added and

the bottle was sealed and incubated at 65oC in a Bio/Can Scientific Turbo Speed Rotary

Hybridization Oven. After 10 min, the bottle was opened to release the built-up pressure,

closed, and incubated in the oven for at least 5 h at 65oC. The radio-labelled DNA probe

(100pL) was added and the bottle was sealed and incubated overnight at 65oC. The

membranes were then subjected to the following washes:

1. 40 mL of solution I for 15 min at 65oC (twice).

2. 40 mL of solution II for 30 min at 65oC.

3. 40 mL of solution III for 15 min (washed once or twice depending on the

background count).

The membranes were then individually wrapped in a single layer of Saran Wrap (Dupont)

while still wet and exposed to Kodak XAR-5 film with an intensi$ring screen at -60oC

(the exposure time varied according to the radioactive intensity of the membranes).

2.8,4 Lambda Plaque Rescue

Positive plaques were isolated by using sterile Pasteur pipettes. A plug of agar

containing the positive plaque was isolated by placing the Pasteur pipette overtop of the

positive plaque and gently pushing down through the agar to the bottom of the plate. The

agar plug was then placed in a 1.5 mL microfuge tube under 500 pL of SM buffer

containing 30 prI- of chloroform to inhibit growth of any remaining bacteria. The

microfuge tube was stored at 4oC for at least 24 h to allow the phage to diffuse into the

buffer. This was then used for either further screeninss or for infection into the bacterial
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strain used to promote the excision of the plasmid component of the library containing

the Arabidopsls oDNA.

2.8.5 Excision of Plasmid ÀYES From Positive Plaques and Plasmid Isolation

The plasmid containing part of the ÀYES vector was excised using the protocol

described by Elledge et al. (199I). BNN132 was inoculated into 5 mL of LB and grown

overnight without shaking at 30oC until the titre reached ca. 1 x 108 cells/ml. The

following morning the culture was vigorously shaken at 30oC for 30 min to ensure the

cells were in log phase. The cells were then collected by centrifugation (1,850 x g, 10

min, room temperature) and resuspended in 2.5 mL of 10 mM MgCl2. Phage dilutions

ranging from 1 x 10-l to 1 x 10-s were made using SM buffer. 100 pL of each dilution was

added to 100 pL of cells in a 1.5 mL microfuge tube and the solution mixed by inverting

several times. This mixture was then incubated at 30oC, without shaking, for 30 min. LB

broth (200 ¡rL) was then added and the microfuge tubes were further incubated at 30oC

for t hour with gentle shaking. These cells were then plated onto 100 mm LB+amp (50

pg/mL) plates containing 0.1% glucose and incubated overnight at 37oC. Ampicillin

resistant colonies were then inoculated into 5 mL terrific broth with ampicillin (50

pglmL) and grown to stationary phase at 3JoC with shaking. The excised plasmid was

then isolated using a modification of the alkaline method described in section 2.6.2. To

ensure lysis of the bacteria the cells were resuspended in i 80 ¡rL of GTE buffer (rather

than 190 pL as stated in section 2.6.2) and 10 ¡rL of lysozyme (see section2.6.4) was

added. The contents were then gently mixed by inversion 2-3 times and the tubes were
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held at room temperature for 5 min prior to proceeding with the rest of the alkaline

isolation procedure.

2.9 Preparation of DNA Fragments for Strain Construction and Hybridizations

2.9.1 Restriction Digests-General Procedure

Enzyme digest: lx restriction enzyme buffer (10x buffer supplied by BRL)
1 ¡rg DNA
50 units of enzyme per pg of DNA

50 mM Na2EDTA
50% (dv) sucrose
0.1% (d") bromophenol blue
Stored at4o-C.

Stop buffer:

}" DNA HindIII digested À DNA, 500 mg/ml (BRL).
The DNA was stored at 4oC and heated at 65oC for 5 min
before use.

400 mM Tris
200 mM sodium acetate

10 mM Na2EDTA

Loening's buffer:

Solution was adjusted to pH 8.0 with glacial acetic acid.

DNA fragments used as probes for Southern dried gel or plaque hybridizations

were obtained by purification from agarose gel electrophoresis after restriction enryme-

digestion. Plasmid DNA was digested with the appropúate enzyme for 2.5 h at 37oC,

after which stop buffer (Il4 of the reaction volume) was added to terminate the reaction.

The resulting DNA fragments were separated by agarose gel electrophoresis (0.7% (wlv)

agarose (BRL) dissolved in Loening's buffer), for 18 h at I Volt/cm. The gel was stained

with ethidium bromide (0.5 þglmL) for 15 min and then destained for 20 min in distilled

water.
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2.9.2Isolation of DNA Fragments

TE buffer:

Neutralizing solution:

See section 2.6.1

See section 2.6.3

DNA fragments were isolated from agarose gels by a freeze-squeeze method of

Thuring et al. (1975). DNA fragments to be isolated were visualized on a UV

transilluminator. Segments of the gels containing the desired DNA were cut out and

transferred to microfuge tubes (500 pgltube) and frozen at -20oC. The tubes were

centrifuged (Brinkman 5415C, 1.5 h, 4oC¡ and the supernatant was transferred to a fresh

microfuge tube. I mL of 2-butanol (room temperature) were added and the contents was

mixed by inversion to reduce the amount of water to ca. 50%. The bottom aqueous layer

was transferred to a fresh microfuge tube and extracted once with 200 p,L TE-saturated

chloroform to remove residual 2-butanol. To precipitate the DNA, 2.5 volumes ice-cold

95Yo ethanol were added, the contents of the tube were mixed by inversion, and the tube

was incubated at -20oC overnight. Following centrifugation (Brinkman 54I5C,15 min,

4oC;, the nucleic acid pellet was washed with ice-cold 70Yo ethanol, dried under vacuum

and dissolved in TE buffer. DNA samples were stored af -20oC.

Partway through this study, another extraction method as describedby Heery et.

al. (1990) was used to purifr the DNA fragments from the agarose gels. Glass wool was

first coated with dimethyldichlorosilane prior to its use. This involved soaking the glass

wool with enough dimethyldichlorosilane so that it was adequately covered. The glass

wool was left to soak for 10-15 min, with occasional stiring, to ensure that all the glass

wool was covered by the dimethyldichlorosilane. The solvent was removed and the glass
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wool was \ /ashed several times with double distilled water. This silanised glass wool was

now ready for use and was stored under double distilled water.

A small amount of silanised glass wool (ca. 2 mm in thickness) was packed into

the bottom of a 0.5 mL microfuge tube with a 21 gau,ge needle hole in the bottom. This

tube was then placed inside a decapitated 1.5 mL microfuge tube and the both tubes were

centrifuged (Brinkman 5415C, 20 min, room temperature) to remove any loose bits of

glass wool as well as any remaining liquid. The 0.5 mL microfuge tube was then placed

into a fresh decapitated 1.5 mL microfuge tube and the agarose gel piece containing the

DNA fragment to be isolated placed inside it. The microfuge tubes were then centrifuged

(Brinkman 5415C,30 min, room temperature) and the liquid was collected from the 1.5

mL microfuge into a fresh 1.5 mL microfuge tube. This centrifugation was repeated until

no more liquid could be further extracted from the gel slice. The pooled liquid containing

the DNA was either used immediately or concentrated by precipitation. To precipitate the

DNA ll3 the volume of neutralizing solution and 2.5 total volume of isopropanol (room

temperature) was added to the collected liquid. The tube was then incubated at room

temperature for 5 min. Following centrifugation (Brinkman 5415C, 2 min, room

temperature) the DNA pellet was washed with ice-cold 70Yo ethanol, dried under vacuum

and dissolved in 15-20 prl, TE buffer. The DNA was then stored at -20oC.

2.9.3 Ligations Performed For Strain Constructions

Ligation of purified DNA fragment to plasmid vector DNA was performed at a

molar ration of 3: 1, insert to vector. The total amount of DNA in a ligation reaction never

exceeded 1 pg.
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2.9.3.1Blunt Ending of Fragments For Ligation

10x Klenow Buffer:

Blunt Ending Reaction Mix:

0.5 M Tris, pH 7.6
0.1 M MgCl2

1 mM dcTP (10 mM srock)
I mM dCTP (10 mM stock)
1 mM TTP (10 mM stock)
1 mM dATP (10 mM stock)
1 x buffer (10x Klenow Buffer)
1 pl Klenow polymerase (3r:/¡-rl)

The treatment of DNA with Klenow polymerase to fill in the 5' overhang was

performed in a total volume of 20 ¡L. The DNA fragments to be treated (ca. I pg) was

gently mixed with the Blunt Ending Reaction Mix in a 1.5 mL microfuge tube. The tube

was incubated at room temperature for 30 min. Klenow was then inactivated by placing

the microfuge tube at 55oC for 20 min. These DNA fragments were now ready to be used

for blunt end ligation.

2.9.3,2 Alkaline Phosphatase Reaction

Vector DNA was treated with alkaline phosphatase to ïemove the 5' phosphate

residues which inhibits self ligation. The vector DNA was placed in a 1.5 mL microfuge

tube and 1 ¡rL (5-10 units) of calf intestinal phosphatase (CIP, Boehringer Manheim) was

added along with enough GTE buffer so that the total volume was 19 ¡rL. The contents

were mixed and the tube was placed at37oC for 15 min. Another I pL (5-10 units) of CIp

was added to the reaction which was then placed at 55oC for 45 min. The CIP was then

inactivated by placing the tube at 75oC for 20 min to denature the enzyme. The vector

was then used for ligation.
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2.9.3.3 Ligation Reaction

Ligation reactions were performed according to the instructions provided by BRL.

Vector and insert DNA were combined with the ligase buffer (5 x, BRL) and the ligase

(T4 ligase, BRL). The reaction was incubated at 15oC overnight. The ligation mixture

was then transformed into the -E coli strain JF1754 as described in section 2.7.1 and

2.7.2.

2.10 DNA Hybridizations With Dried Agarose Gels

2.10.1 Agarose Gel Electrophoresis

Enzyme digest:

Stop buffer:

À DNA:

lx reaction buffer 3 or ix reaction buffer 2
(10x buffer 3 or 2 supplied by BRL).
5.0 pg DNA
100 units of Bam HI (BRL) per pg of DNA

See section 2.9.1

See section 2.9.1

Loening's buffer: See section 2.9. i

Genomic DNA either from S. cerevisiae or A. thaliana was digested with BamHI

for 2.5 h. The reaction was terminated with stop buffer (ll4 of the total reaction volume)

and the samples analyzedon 0.7Yo agarose gel electrophoresis (agarose (BRL) dissolved

in Loening's buffer) at I Ylcm (a À DNA size standard was included). The gel was

stained with ethidium bromide (0.5 ¡t"glmL) for 10 min, destained for 20 min in distilled

water and a picture was taken for later sizing of the bands. It was then soaked for t h each

in 0.5 M NaOH and in I M Tris (pH 8.0) at room temperature with slow shaking. The gel

was then sandwiched between 3MM Whatman chromatography paper and a single layer

of Saran Wrap (Dupont), vacuum-dried at 60oC for t h (Tsao et al. 1983) and stored at
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room temperature.

2.10.2 llybridization Procedure

20x SSC: See Section 2.8.2

50x Denhardt's solution: 10 ms/ml ficoll
t 0 m[/ml polyvinylpyrrolidone
10 mg/ml bgvine serum albumin (BRL)
Stored at -20 C.

Prehybridization solution: 6x SSC
5x Denhardt's solution
0.5% (w/v) SDS
0.2 mglmL salmon spenn DNA (see section 2.8.3)
Prepared just prior to use and heated to the desired
temperature.

Hybridization solution: 10 mM NaTEDTA
6x SSC

5x Denhardt's solution
0.5% (w/v) SDS
Preparedjust prior to use and heated to the desired
temDerature.

Solution I: 2x SSC
0.5% (w/v) SDS

Solution II: 2x SSC
0.1% (w/v) SDS

Solution III: 0.1x SSC
0.5% (w/v) SDS

DNA hybridization was carried out in agarose gels according to a modification of

the procedures of Tsao et al. (1983), and Sambrook et al. (1989). A. thalíana genomic

DNA was hybridized at the less stringent temperatures of 55oC and 42oC. All other direct

DNA hybridizations in agarose gels were carried out at the temperature of 65oC. The

dried gel was floated paper-side down on 2x SSC for 30 sec to allow the paper backing to

be gently peeled off. The gel was then rolled into a tight spiral, using a nylon mesh to

prevent overlap, and placed into a 35 mm x 150 mm glass hybridrzation bottle (Bio/Can
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Scientific). The prehybridization solution (20 mL) was added and the bottle was sealed

and incubated at the appropriate temperature in a Bio/Can Scientific Turbo Speed Rotary

Hybridization Oven. The bottle top was opened after 10 min to release the pressure build

up, the lid was retightened and the bottle was further incubated for 2-4 h. The

prehybridization solution was replaced with hybridization solution (20 mL), the radio-

labelled DNA probe (100 pL) was added and the bottle was sealed and incubated

overnight at the specific temperature. The hybridization solution was removed from the

bottle and the following washes were performed:

1. 50 mL of solution I for 5 min at room temperature (twice).

2.50 mL of solution II for 15 min at room temperature (twice).

3. 50 mL of solution III for 2h, I h, and 0.5 h at the hybridization temperature.

The gel was then transferred to 3MM Chr Whatman chromatography paper, air-dried,

covered with a single layer of Saran Wrap and exposed to Kodak XAR-5. Depending on

the radioactive signal from the dried gel, an intensifying screen was sometimes used. In

these cases the film, along with the screen, was incubated at -60oC.

2.10.3 DNA Probe Production With Random Primers

The Random Primer Buffer Mixture, dNTPs, stop buffer, and DNA polymerase were
supplied by BRL with the Random Primer Labelling Kit.

Random Primer Buffer Mixture:
0.6 M HEPES (N- [2-hydroxyetþl]piperazine-N-

12 - ethane sulfonic acidl )
Tris-HCl
MgCl2

B-mercaptoethanol
bovine serì;m albumin
oligodeoxyribonucleic acid primers
(hexamer fraction), pH 6.8

0.r7 M
17 mM
33 mM

1.33 mg/ml
l8 OD26o units/ml
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dCTP solution: 0.5 mM dCTP in 3 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.0, 0.2 mM Na2EDTA.
dGTP solution: 0.5 mM dGTP in 3 mM Tris-HCl, pH7.0,0.2 mM Na2EDTA.
dTTP solution: 0.5 mM dTTP in 3 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.0, 0.2 mM Na2EDTA.

Stop buffer: 0.2 mM Na2EDTA, pH 7.5

Reaction mix: 15 pL Random Primer Buffer Mixture
2 pL dCTP
2 pL dGTP
2 pL dTTP

5o pci ¡"r1 aarr
Each reaction was prepared in a f,rnal volume of 49 ¡ù.

DNA polymerase: 5 Ulp"L DNA polymerase I Klenow fragment from

¡"r1 aerr'

BRL. Stored at -20oC.

3,000 Cilmmol cr-[32P] dATP (DuPont). Stored at -60oC.

¡32P1-labeled probes for hybridization were prepared by using a random primer

labelling kit (BRL) according to a modification of the protocol supplied by the

manufacturer. 25 ng of DNA was denatured in 5-20 ¡rL of distilled water in a sterile

screw cap microfuge tube by heating in a boiling water bath for 5 min and then

immediately cooled in an ice-water bath. The Reaction Mix, as listed above, was added to

the tube on ice and the contents of the tube were mixed by gentle tapping. DNA

polymerase (1 pL) was then added and the tube was incubated at 25oC for 2 h. The

reaction was stopped by adding 5 pL stop buffer. Successively, 5 ¡"LL yeast tRNA (20

mglmL, Boehringer Mannheim),7 ptL MgCl, (100 mM), 7 pL sodium acetate (3 M, pH

4.8) and 200 ¡L ice-cold ethanol (95%) were added. The tube was incubated at -60oC for

t h and the precipitate was pelleted by centrifugation (Brinkman 54I5C, i5 min, 4oC).

The supernatant was removed with a Pasteur pipette and 1 mL ice-cold ethanol (70%)
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was added, incubated at -60oC for I h and centrifuged (Brinkman 5415C,15 min, 4oC).

The supematant was removed with a Pasteur pipette and the pellet was dissolved in 100

pL sterile water. The tube was heated at 100oC for 10 min then transferred to ice.

2.11 Testing Yeast Strains For UV Sensitivity

Yeast strains were tested for UV sensitivity by inadiating with UVC from a

Sylvania G30T8 bulb giving >98yo of its output at 254 nm (manufacturer's

specifications). The incident dose rate was set to 0.5 Jm-1s-2 as measured by an Ultraviolet

Products UVX-radiometer fitted with a UVX-25 short-range sensor. To set the incident

dose rate, two layers of nylon window screen were used to reduce the incident dose rate

to 0.5 Jm-l s-2 without affecting the quality of the UV. The nylon screen diminished light

intensity by the same fraction at all wavelengths from 250-450 nm (determined with a

Milton Roy 3000 spectrophotometer). After irradiation, cultures were incubated at 30oC

in the dark to prevent photoreactivation.

Yeast strains to be tested were inoculated in the appropriate omission medium and

grown to stationary phase (I-2 x 107 cells/ml, as determined by Coulter Counter) at 30oC

with shaking. For spot testing which gave a quick analysis of a strains UV sensitivity

cultures were diluted down to 1 x 103 cells/ml with sterile water and 10 ¡rL was spotted

onto the appropriate media. Plates were allowed to dry and were inadiated with the lids

off. Following incubation, in the dark, at 30oC for 6-7 days, the plates were observed to

see if there were any UV-resistant colonies. For survival curves, the yeast cultures were

diluted with sterile water such that their concentration ranged from I x 103 cells lmL to I

x 106 cells/ml. 0.2 mL of the various dilutions were plated onto the appropriate media
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and once again the plates were allowed to dry prior to irradiation. The UV doses that were

used were 0 J/m ,2.5 Jlm, 5.0 J/m , and 10 J/m. Table 4 shows the concentrations of cells

that were plated for each UV dose that was used. Following incubation in the dark at

30oC for 6-7 days, the plates were observed, the number of colonies present per dilution

plated per dosage used was noted and survival was assessed.

2.12 F unctional Complementation

Plasmids excised from the ÀYES oDNA library were isolated and transformed

into the yeast repair-deficient strains KAM-I (radl), SX24 (rad2), LNl16 (rad3) and

V/S8104-28 (rad4). These yeast strains each contain an ade2 mutation that causes the

colonies to turn red on medium with limitins adenine. Transformants that arose on SD-

ura plates were streaked onto a fresh SD-ura plate, allowed to grow for 2 days and then

replica-plated, in duplicate, onto 2 SD-ura as well as onto 2 SG-ura plates. Replica-

plating onto galactose medium allows the induction of the A. thaliana oDNA from the

GALI promoter. Prior to the irradiation, the replica plates were first incubated at 30oC for

I hr to allow the transformants to begin growing on the galactose medium. The replica

plates, one SD-ura and one SG-ura were irradiated with a dosage of UV between 20-40

J/m and incubated in the dark. The other dextrose and galactose replica plates were not

inadiated. All the plates were then incubated at 30oC for 5 days. The inadiated plates

were observed everyday under minimal lighting conditions to determine if any growth

had occurred on the SG-ura plates in comparison to the SD-ura plates.
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Table 4. The Range of Cell Concentrations Used For Each UV Dose In Determining

the Yeast Survival Curves

UVC Dose (J/m ) Cell Concentration (cells/ml)

0.0 I x 102

2.5 1x102, 1x103

5.0 1 x 103. ix 10a

10.0 lx10a. 1x10s
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2.13 Assay For Stability of Inactivation of URA3

To enable the isolation of a stable Ura- version of the rad2::URA3

deletion/disruption mutant, the rad2:;URA3 5-fluoro-orotic acid resistant (FOAR) mutants

were tested for stability of the inactivation of their URA3 gene. The FOAR isolates were

inoculated YPDA medium (5 mL) and grown at 30oC with shaking until they reached a

titre of ca. 1 x 107 cells/ml (as determined by Coulter count). The cells were then

collected by centrifugation (1,850 x g, 10 min, room temperature) and resuspended in 5

mL of sterile water. The cells were pelleted and washed once more with sterile water to

ensure that all of the rich medium had been removed. Again the cells were pelleted and

finally resuspended in 5 mL of sterile water. 10 pL of the cell suspension was plated onto

SD-ura medium and 10 pL of a 104 diluted culture was plated onto SD medium

supplemented with all of the required amino acids. These plates were then incubated at

30oC for 5 days. Those isolates that did not produce a large number of Ura* colonies but

did produce colonies on the SD medium were thought to have a stable inactivation of the

URA3 gene and were collected from the SD medium plate for further analysis.
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3 Results and Discussion

3.L Functional Complementation

The identification of a oDNA from Arabidopsis thaliana that complemented yeast

DNA repair mutants was the initial approach used to identify plant DNA repair genes.

This approach seemed viable since the literature showed that other labs have been able to

clone genes involved in a variety of repair and nonrepair pathways from Arabidopsis by

complementation (Anderson et al. 1992; Nasr et al. 1994; Pang et at. 1993a, I993b;

Santerre and Britt 1994; Sentenac et al. 1992; Smith et at. 1994). The mutant yeast strains

KAM-I (radl), SX46 (rad2), LNl16 (rad3), and WS8104-28 (rad4) were transformed

with a plasmid library containing Arabidopsis thaliana cDNAs cloned behind the

inducible yeast GALI promoter (Elledge et al. l99l). Each of these yeast strains have an

ade2 mutation which causes them to turn red on medium with limiting concentrations of

adenine. The resultant transformants should express the plant oDNA on medium

containing galactose and if a plant DNA repair protein can function in yeast, it should be

able to complement the defect in specific yeast rad mutants. The transformants that arose

on SD-ura medium were streaked onto a fresh SD-ura plate, allowed to grow for 2 days

and then replica-plated, in duplicate onto two SD-ura plates and onto two SG-ura plates.

Replica-plating onto the latter medium was done to induce expression of the A. thaliana

cDNA. One of the SD-ura and SG-ura replica plates were each then irradiated with a UV

dose ranging from 20 Jlm2 to 40 Jlmz and incubated, in the dark to prevent

photoreactivation, at 30oC for 5 days. This UV dose range was used in order to ensure

that survivors that arose would be due to an increase in UV resistance caused by the
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expression of the Arabidopszs cDNA. Prior to UV inadiation, the replicas were allowed

to grow at 30oC for I hr to allow the transformants to induce the GALI promoter. The

unirradiated SD-ura and SG-ua plates were also incubated at 30oC for 5 days. The

unirradiated galactose plate functioned as a control to see if there would be any inhibition

of growth of the replicas by the expression of the cDNA. The inadiated plates were

observed everyday under minimal lighting conditions to determine if any growth had

occurred on the SG-ura plates in comparison to the SD-ura plates.

For each of the yeast strains transformed with the cDNA library, no UV resistant

colonies arose on either the SD-ura or the SG-ura plates. It was noted that the unirradiated

SG-ura plates did not support growth of the pink coloured colonies which grew on the

SD-ura plates. However, the red colonies were found to grow on both types of media.

Table 5 shows the proportion of transformants that were red and pink for each yeast

strain. The majority of the transformants were pink and unable to grow on galactose

medium.

The presence of the pink colonies on the SD-ura medium, which were unable to

grow on the SG-ura medium, was an unexpected finding. The initial possible explanation

for the above results was that perhaps the expression of some of the cDNAs could

somehow be interfering with the utilization of galactose as a carbon source by the yeast.

To determine if this could be the explanation, plasmid IYES was isolated from these pink

radtransformants and put into the yeast strain 334. This strain has a regl-501 mutation

and is therefore unable to metabolize galactose in the presence of dextrose. However, this

regl-501 strain is still able to use galactose as a gratuitous inducer of the GALI promoter
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Table 5. Proportion of Red and Pink LYES Transformants That Were Picked and

Replica-plated onto Galactose-Containing Medium.

Transformant Red Colonies Pink Colonies

KAMlBCÀ

SX46BC},

LNl i6BCÀ

J¿

t54

237

735

1000

2089

1274ws8104BCÀ s4
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in I,YES (Hovland et ø1. 1989). The resulting transformants were then replica-plated onto

SD plates that contained differing amounts of galactose. The galactose levels ranged from

0o/o to 4o/o (wlv), with the balance of the carbon being made up of dextrose in

concentrations ranging from 4o/o to 0% (wlv). This ensured that the concentration of

carbon source in the medium totalled 4% (wlv). Full growth of the 334 replicas was

observed on the plates which contained low levels of galactose, thereby showing that the

yeast cells containing a ÀYES plasmid were able to utilize galactose. The 334 replicas

were unable to grow on those plates containing high galactose concentrations. The failure

of the 334 transformants to grow this medium is probably due to the fact that it contained

concentrations of dextrose too low to support yeast growth. Another possible explanation

for the lack of growth of the pink transformants on the SG-ura medium is that expression

of the Arabídopsls cDNA in these transformants on the SG-ura medium resulted in a

protein which interfered with some other aspect of yeast metabolism and resulted in cell

death. However, this explanation does not account for the pink colouration of the

trætsformants on the SD-ura medium, since there would be no expression of the

Arabidopsls cDNA on this medium. It was also suggested that perhaps these pink replicas

were the result of the yeast transformation protocol (see section 2.7.3) and not due to the

expression of the Arabidopsls cDNAs. To determine if this explanation was correct, the

four yeast strains were transformed according to the protocol, but no plasmid was actually

delivered into the yeast strains. These cells were plated on dextrose medium and

incubated at 30oC for 5 days. Only red cells grew on the dextrose medium. Therefore, the

pink yeast transformants that were unable to grow on galactose medium did not result
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from the transformation protocol itself, but were due to the expression of the Arabidopsis

cDNAs.

It was noted that the rad yeast strains used in the initial functional

complementation attempt were not isogenic. Therefore, before attempting this approach a

second time, isogenic rad strains should be used. This would ensure that any phenotype

identified in these strains would not be due to genetic differences between strains.

Isogenic radl (KAM-I) and rad3 (WS3-1) strains were provided by E.C. Friedberg and

W. Siede, respectively. Survival curves were determined for each strain to determine the

UV dosage required to kill all of the UV-sensitive transformants. The survival curves for

each strain as well as for the wild-type strain MKP-o are shown in Figure 4. Two isogenic

rad mutarú strains remained to be constructed; fhe rød2A and the rad4L. An attempt at

constructing these two strains was made in this study.

3.2 Construction of the rad2 znd rad4Yeast Strains

Isogenic yeast rad deletion strains were constructed to eliminate any results from

the functional complementation study that were due to genetic differences between the

strains. The radl and rod3 strains had been previously constructed (see Table 2)

therefore, the only strains that still needed to be made were rad2 and rad4.

In order to constructthe rad2 yeast strain, the plasmid pKM55 (Table 3; provided

by R.D. Gietz) was used to disrupt the yeast chromosomal copy of RAD2. This was to be

achieved by the insertion of the URA3 gene contained in pKM55 into the chromosomal

copy of RAD2. The plasmid pKM55 was constructed by Kiran Madura as follows: a 6.5

kb yeast XhoI-HindIII DNA fragment containing RAD2 was cloned into the Sail-HindIII



Figure 4. Survival curves for yeast strains KAM-I (rødl), wS3-1 (rad3) and MKP-o

(RAD*). Survival curves to determine the UV sensitivity of the strains KAM-I, WS3-1

and MKP-o were produced. The log of percent survival is plotted against the dose of UV

' rt 2ln J/m .
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sites of pUC9. A 1.1 kb HindIII yeast DNA fragment carrying the URA3 gene was then

blunt end ligated between the Bc[I-Ball sites inside of RAD2, resulting in an intemal

deletion/disruption. Figure 5 illustrates the structure of the ORF of the RAD2 gene and

the disruption cassette. The plasmid pKM55 was then digested with BamHI and HindIlI

to release the 9.4kb rad2\ disruption cassette and transformed (Gietz et. al.,1992) into

MKP-o (RAD*).The Ura* transformants that arose on SD-ura medium were tested for

UV sensitivity to ensure that the yeast chromosomal copy of Rl D2 had been disrupted by

the integration of the URA3 gene. However, in order to maintain selection for the ¡,YES

plasmid in this new rad2 strain, the URA3 gene would have to be inactivated. This was

achieved by growing a UV-sensitive rad2 lJra* transformant on medium containing 5-

fluoro-orotic acid (FOA (Sigma)). This medium selects for Ura- colonies as a result of

spontaneous inactivation of the URA3 gene. The Ura- colonies isolated from the FOA

plates were then tested for stability of the inactivation of the URA3 gene (see section

2.I3). Those colonies that had a stable inactivation of the URA3 gene were further

analyzed by retesting for UV sensitivity. Unfortunately, all of the Ura- colonies isolated

and inadiated were no longer sensitive to UV radiation. They had reverted to the UV

resistant phenotype.

The results of the rad2 construction were not expected. The UV-sensitive rad2A'

transformants became UV resistant after growing on medium containing FOA. In theory,

growth on the medium containing FOA should have produced rad2\, colonies with an

inactive URA3 gene due to spontaneous mutation. However, the FOAR rad2A'colonies all

reverted to the UV-resistant phenotype. The plasmid pKM55 that was used in the



Figure 5. Construction of pKM55. The figure illustrates the construction of pKM55 that

was used to disrupt the yeast chromosomal copy of RAD2. The section of yeast DNA that

contains RAD2 along with some flanking plasmid DNA is shown in A. The blunt end

ligation of the HindIII fragment containing URA3 into the Ba[I-Bc[I sites within RAD2 ts

illustrated in B. The RAD2 ORF has been mostly deleted by the insertion of URA3.
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construction of the rad2 strain was digested with BamHI and HindIII prior to its

transformation into MKP-o. This double digestion released a 9.4 kb DNA fragment

containing URA3 flanked by RAD2 sequences. Subsequently, it was realized that the

BamHI and HindIlI sites in pKM55 utilized to digest pKM55 for the integration of the

rad2L::URA3 deletior/disruption allele into the chromosomal location were located

within the multicloning site of the pUC9 portion of the plasmid. A probable explanation

of the above results suggests thatthis 9.4kb fragment from pKM55 integrated into the

chromosomal location of RAD2 resulting in a rad2 UV-sensitive phenotype. However,

this type of integration event is not stable and has a naturally high reversion rate to give

rise to the RAD2, UV-resistant phenotype. Therefore, growing the UV-sensitive rad2

colonies on FOA selected for these naturally occurring revertants (R.D. Giefz, personal

communication). This hypothesis could be tested by DNA hybridization of the UV-

sensitive rad2 colonies following transformation with pKM55, as well as with the UV-

resistant FOAR colonies, which are assumed to result due looping out of the inserted

pKM55 fragment. Probing with the RAD2 gene would determine if such an integration

event had occurred. After the transformation with pKM55, the RAD2 probe should bind

to a genomic DNA fragment from the rad2L colonies that is ca.9.4 kb larger than the

genomic DNA fragment from the control RAD2 DNA. However, with the genomic DNA

from the UV-resistant FOAR colonies, this same probe should bind to a DNA fragment

that is the same size as the control DNA, suggesting that the 9.4 kb BamHI-HindIII

fragment from pKM55 had looped out of the genome to leave an intact chromosomal

copy of MD2.
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For the construction of the rad4 strain the plasmid pDG38 (Gietz and Prakash

1988) was used for disrupting the yeast chromosomal copy of RAD4. The plasmid

pDG38 was constructed as follows: the yeast BamHI-HindIII DNA fragment containing

RAD4 was cloned between the BamHI-HindIII sites of pUC9. The 3.8 kb BamHI-BgtII

hisG-URA3-hisG cassette from pNKY51 (see Table 3) was then blunt end ligated

between the MstII-KpnI sites of RAD4. Plasmid pDG38 was then digested with XbaI to

release the 6.1 kb rad4 flanking sequences carrying the hisG-URA3-hisG cassette. The

digested DNA was then transformed (Gietz et. al. 1992) into MKP-o. Ura* transformants

that emerged were streaked onto SD-ura medium, tested for UV sensitivity, and further

analyzed by hybridization to determine the structure of the rad4\:hisG-URA3-hisG

allele, using the RAD4 gene as a probe. Figure 6 illustrates the structure of pDG38 as well

as the resulting yeast rad4A deletion/disruption allele. In order to utilize the URA3

selection on the ÀYES plasmid the URA3 gene in the disruption cassette in the rad4d,

gene would have to inactivated. In this case, the loss of the URA3 gene function was

accomplished by growing the UV-sensitive rad4 cells on medium containing FOA. The

URA3 gene can be lost by recombination between hisG repeats (Alani et. al. 1987),

leaving a single hisG remaining in the rad4\ gene. The FOAYUTa- colonies that were

isolated were retested for UV sensitivity and analyzed for the presence of the remaining

hisG gene in the yeast chromosomal copy of RAD4 by hybridization, using the RAD4

gene as a probe. Figure 7A shows the results of the hybridization performed to determine

the structure of the rad4\,:hisG-UM3-hisG allele. Genomic DNA from MKP-o and 5

UV-sensitive IJra* transformants were digested with HindIII and probed. The



Figure 6. Construction of pDG38. The figure illustrates the structure of the MD4 gene,

the plasmid pDG38 and the disrupted yeast chromosomal copy of rqd4. A HindIII

segment of the yeast chromosome containing RAD4 is shown in A. The BamHl-HindIII

fragment containing RAD4 was cloned into pUC9. The BamHI-BglIl hisG-UM3-hisG

cassette was cloned into the MstII-KpnI sites of RlD4 as is shown in B. The structure of

the rad4:h¡¡G deletion/disruption allele is shown in C. The URA3 gene is lost due to

recombination between hisG direct repeats.
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chromosomal RAD4 gene is carried ona4.7 kb HindIII fragment as shown by the binding

of the probe to such a fragment with the genomic DNA from MKP-o in lane i. The URA3

gene in the rad4\.:hisG-URA3-hisG cassette is flanked on both sides by a HindIII site.

Therefore, digestion of the 5 UV-sensitive Ura+ transformants with HindIlI gave rise to

two DNA fragments of ca. 3.0 kb, each containing a hisG gene flanked by the remaining

RAD4 sequences. Lanes 2-6 in Figure 7 A, show such a result with the rad4

transformants. Figure 7B shows the results of hybridization analysis with the rad4A,

FOAR colonies. The RAD4 probe binds to a 4.7 kb HindIII fragment with the genomic

DNA from MKP-o (lane 1). However, with the rad4 strains in lanes 2-6, the probe now

bindstoa4.5 kbfragment,showingthelossofthe URA3 geneaswellas asinglehisG

repeat from the chromosomal copy of MD4. This rad4 yeast strain was then named

BCRAD4A.

3.3 Restriction Digests For the Isolation of Yeast DNA Repair Genes

Figures 8, 9, and 10 show the various yeast DNA repair gene fragments used as

probes in an attempt to identify homologous genes in Arøbidopsis. The detailed

descriptions of how the DNA fragments to be used as probes were obtained are listed

below:

The plasmid pNF1000, carrying RADI, was digested with Ssfl, resulting in the

formation of 2.62 kb and 14.94kb DNA fragments (Yang and Friedberg 1984; Reynolds

et al. 1987). The larger fragment, containing RADI, was isolated and fuither digested

with BcII. This 3.4 kb Bcll-Ssfl fragment was isolated and further digested by KpnI,

which cuts the fragment approximately in half, and both halves were used for



Figure 7. Hybridization analysis of rad4 constructs BCRAD4A. The genomic DNA of

the wild-type yeast strain MKP-o and the rad4\ constructs were digested with HindIII.In

both A and B photographs, MKP-o is located in lane 1 and the rad4A, constructs are

locatedinlanes2to6. Theentire RAD4 genewasusedasaprobe. InA,theintegrationof

the rad4A,:hisG-URA3-hisG cassette is shown by the presence of 3.0 kb fragment with the

rad4\, constructs. The RAD4 allele save a a 4.7 kb frasment in the MKP-o DNA. The

loss of URA3 and a hisG is shown in B. Once again, the RAD4 probe binds to a 4.7 kb

fragment in MKP-o (lane 1) whereas the rad4L:hisG allele produces a 4.5 kb fragment in

the strain BCRAD4A (lanes 2-6).
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hybridizations since the 3.4 kb fragment was too large to be adequately labelled by

random primers. See Figure 84.

The plasmid pNF2005, containing RAD2, was digested with SatI and, the 4.5 kb

fragment containing RAD2 was isolated (Nicolet et al. 1985). The flanking noncoding

regions were then removed by digestingthe 4.5 kb SalI fragment with MstI and, KpnI,

leaving a2.8kb piece that contained most of Rl D2. See Figure 88.

The plasmid pDG255, kindly provided by R.D. Gietz, was used to isolate the

RAD3 gene. It was digested with HaeIlI and the 2.17 kb and the 0J4 kb DNA fragments

were isolated from this digestion (Reynolds e/ al. 1985a). These two pieces contained

most of the RAD3 gene. See Figure 8C.

The MD4-containing plasmid pDGT was first linearized, with SphI and then

digested with Psfl (Gietz and Prakash 1988). This resulted in three DNA fragments of

3.I4 kb,2.63 kb and 1 .62 kb. The MD4 gene was contained on the 2.63 kb fragment

which was used as a probe. See Figure 8D.

The plasmid pNF102, containing the RADI0 gene, was digested with PvuII which

resulted in a7 .I kb and a 3.0 kb DNA fragment (Reynolds et at. 1985b). The 7.1 kb piece

was isolated and further digested with NheI, which gave a 1.28 kb DNA fragment that

contained the RADI0 gene. See Figure 8E.

Plasmid pFFi1.56 that contains the RADIS gene was digested with CtaI which

resulted in DNA fragments of 5.26 kb and 7.85 kb (Fabre et al. 1989). The 5.26 kb

fragment contained the MDIS gene and was isolated. This fragment was further digested

with EcoRI, to remove some of the flanking noncoding sequences, resulting in a 1.6 kb
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and a 2.4kb fragment, both containing parts of RADI8.The2.4 kb fragment was isolated

and further digested with 
^SrzI 

giving a 1.9 kb and 0.54 kb DNA fragments which contain

par1 of RADI9. The 1.6 kb EcoRI and the 0.54 kb EcoRI-StuI fragments were then used

for hybridizations. See Figure 94.

The plasmid pNKY74, carrying RAD50, was digested with HindIII, which

resulted in a2.9 kb and 7.0 kb DNA fragments (Alani et al. 1989). The 7.0 kb fragment

was isolated and fuither digested with SølI to give a 3.0 kb and 4.0 kb DNA fragments

which contain the RAD50 gene. This 4.0 kb HindIlI-Sall fragment was isolated and

fuither digested by BgilI prior to radio-labelling. See Figure 98.

The plasmid YEpI3-RAD51-23 was used to isolate the RAD5L gene. It was

digested with BamHI and the 3.7 kb piece containing the RADSI gene was isolated

(Calderone et al. 1983; Shinohara et al. 1992). This BamHI fragment was further digested

with Psfl to remove the 3 ' 1 .6 kb noncoding region giving rise to a 2.1 kb fragment which

was used as a probe. See Figure 9C.

Two plasmids were used to isolate the RAD52 gene, pSMl3 and YCpR52-111.

pSM13 was digested with Hpallresulting inaI.2kb fragment which contains the RAD52

(Figure 9Di, B.A. Kunz, personal communication). This DNA fragment was found not to

contain the entire RAD52 gene, so plasmid YCpR52-1 1 1 was used to isolate a 3.3 kb SalI

fragment. This DNA fragment contained the entire RAD52 gene (Adzvma et al. 1984).

This.SalI fragment was digested with HpaII and SphI which resulted in a 1.5 kb fragment

containing the MD52 gene (Figure 9DiÐ. Both RAD52 probes were used in the

hybridization analy s e s.
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The plasmid YEp13RAD54-216A. carrying RADS4,was digested with EcoRI and

the 4.2 kb fragment was isolated (Emery et al. 1991). This fragment was then partially

digested with BglII and the 2.7 kb EcoRI-BgtII fragment containing the entire RAD54

gene was isolated. See Figure 9E.

The plasmid YEpi3RAD55-13C, containing RAD55, was digested with HindIII

(Calderone et al.1983; Lovett and Mortimer 1987). From the five fragments generated, a

1.8 kb fragment containing the RADS 5 gene was isolated. see Figure 10A.

REVI was contained on the plasmid pFL41. It was digested with PsrI b give a3.2

kb and a 10.1 kb fragment (Larimer et al. 1989). The 3.2kb fragment was isolated and

digested with HindIII prior to radio-labelling by random primers. The left 0.4 kb 5, end

of the REVI gene was missing. See Figure 108.

The plasmid pWS301/Cl was used to isolate the REV2 gene (Ahne et al.1992).lt

was digested with NcoI and a 2.7 kb fragment containing RE't/2 was isolated and used to

probe for homology. See Figure lOC.

The plasmid pJA6 (Morrison et al. 1989), containing the REV3 gene, was digested

with XbaI and the 4.6 kb fragment carrying REV3 was isolated. Prior to radio-labelling

with random primers, this fragment was digested with HindlIl, which cuts it

approximately in half. See Figure l0D

The Pol Ill-containing plasmid pBL304 was linearized with Sall and then

digested with HindIII (Boulet et al. 1989). This resulted in a3.7 kb fragment containing

the yeast Pol Iil gene. Prior to radio-labelling this fragment was digested into three

smaller fragments with EcoRI. See Figure l0E.



Figure 8. Diagrams of gene fragments containing RADI, RAD2, RAD3, RAD4, and

RAD10. This illustration shows the various gene fragments that were used to probe the

Arabidopsis thaliana genomic DNA for the presence of homologs of these yeast genes.
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Figure 9. Diagrams of gene fragments that contained RADLï, RAD50, RAD51,

RAD52, and RAD54. These various gene fragments were used to probe the Arabidopsis

thaliana genomic DNA for the pfesence of the homologs of these yeast genes.
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Figure 10. Diagrams of gene fragments containing RAD55, REVI, REV2' REV3' and

Pollil. These gene fragments were used to probe the Arabidopsis thaliana genomic DNA

for the presence of the homologs of these yeast genes.
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3.3. 1 Prob ing Ar ab idop s ß t lt ctliun ø Geno mic DNA

An alternate approach to the identification of plant DNA repair genes is to look

for DNA homology to existing yeast DNA repair genes. Genomic DNA isolated from

Arabidopsis and from the yeast strain MKP-o were digested with BamHI and

electrophoresed on agarose gels (0.7% (w/v)). The DNA was probed for homologous

plant DNA repair genes with homology to 15 different yeast DNA repair genes used as

probes. Section 3.3 describes how the DNA fragments that were used as probes were

isolated and shows the actual fragments that were used for the Southern hybridizations. In

the first attempt using this approach, a hybridization temperature of 55oC was used. None

of the probes had homology to the Arabidopsls genomic DNA under the condition used,

they only hybridized to the genomic DNA of MKP-o that was used as a control. This was

likely due to the hybridizationtemperature of 55oC being too stringent.

The probes were hybridized a second time to the plant DNA, but at the less

stringent hybridization temperature of 42oC. Figure 1l shows the binding of the yeast

RAD2 gene to the Arabidopsis genomic DNA in lane 2. A 7 .2 kb band was visible in the

A. thaliana genomic DNA when probed with the yeast RAD2 gene. The control DNA,

BamHI-digested genomic DNA from MKP-o, is located in lane 1 and clearly shows the

hybridization of the yeast RAD2 gene to a DNA fragment of ca. 24 kb. This result

suggests that there may a DNA repair gene in Arabidopsis thaliana that is homologous to

the yeast RAD2 gene. None of the other probes hybridized detectably to the Arabidopsis

genomic DNA. This could be due to the hybridization conditions still being too stringent.

The yeast RAD2 may share more extended homology at the DNA level than the other



Figurell. Hybridization results showing the binding oT RAD2 to A. thøliazø genomic

DNA. Yeast and plant genomic DNA were digested with BamHI. The yeast strain MKP-o

was used as a control and is located in lanel . The Arabidopsis DNA is located inlane 2.

The photograph clearly shows the binding of the yeast RAD2 gene to a 7.2 kb fragment

with the plant DNA whereas it binds to a fragment of approximately 24kb in MKP-o.
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genes, such that hybridization at 42oC was possible. It is possible that if the other yeast

probes were tested at a further reduced stringency, such as 40oC, some homology to these

genes may be uncovered.

3.4 Probin g an Arabidopsß th aliønø cDNA Library

Due to the identification of the 7.2 kb Arabidopsis thaliana genomic DNA

fragment with homology to the yeast RAD2 gene, an attempt was made to identifu an

Arabidopsis thaliana cDNA with RAD2 homology. Once such a cDNA was isolated, it

could then be cloned, characterized, and used for another attempt at functional

complementation of repair defective yeast strains. The Arabidops¿s cDNA library, carried

on the vector called ÀYES, was constructed by Elledge et al. (1991) and was obtained

from N. Crawford (8.4. Kunz, personal communication). The ),YES vector is a unique

vector, as described in section 2.4, andthe plasmid component can be propagated in both

E. coli and yeast, which makes it an ideal vector for the production of cDNA expression

libraries. Some Arabidopsls genes have already been cloned from this library by other

labs (Pang et al. 1992, I993a, 1993b; Santerre and Britt 1994). The plasmid component

of the ¡,YES can be automatically excised from the lambda phage backbone by site-

specific recombination between flanking /ox sites in the vector using the Cre protein

(Elledge et al. 1991).

The oDNA library was probed with the yeast RAD2 gene. In the primary

screening of the library approximately 44,700 phage plaques were screened. Of those, 53

positive plaques were identified and isolated. The primary, secondary, and tertiary

screenings of the plaques were performed at a temperature of 65oC, which represents
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stringent hybridization conditions. This stringent hybridization temperature was used to

lower the occurrence of false positive phage plaques from binding to the probe and thus,

being isolated for further analysis (D. Barker, personal communication). The plasmid

carrying the Arabidops¡s cDNAs were rescued from these 53 phage plaques by infecting

into the E. coli strain BNN132 (Table 2) which expresses the Cre protein that stimulates

the excision of the plasmid at the lox recombination sites. The plasmids were purified and

the oDNA inserts were released from the plasmid backbone by digestion with eithet XhoI

or EcoR[. The cDNAs were analyzed on agarose gels (0.7Yo (dv)) and ranged in size

from ca.0.4 kb to2.3 kb. These cDNAs were then analyzed by restriction digestion to

determine how many unique cDNAs had been isolated, with the extent of similarity being

based on restriction digest patterns. A total of nine cDNAs were eliminated from further

analysis. In four of these cases, restriction digest of the isolated ÀYES plasmids by XhoI

or EcoR[ failed to release a cDNA insert. The plasmid backbones of three of the plasmids

were not the correct size of 7.8 kb. Therefore, it was believed that the cDNA no longer

consisted of only Arabidopsls sequence in these plasmids. Restriction digest analysis of

two of the clones revealed that they were identical to another plasmid and were therefore

eliminated. The remaining 44 gDNA clones were analyzedby hybridization, again using

the yeast RAD2 gene as a probe, to ensure that these isolated cDNAs had homology to the

RAD2 gene. However, the RAD2 gene failed to show homology to these 44 cDNAs when

retested. Evidently these plasmids that were isolated did not carry homology to the yeast

RAD2 gene. perhaps the original ¡,YES positive phage plaques contained some homology

to the probe which was lost during plasmid excision'
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4 Future \ilork

The results from this study suggest that there is future work that can be done to

isolate DNA repair genes from the plant Arabidopsis thaliana. The Arabidopsls genomic

DNA should be probed again with the other remaining 14 yeast DNA repair genes

however, a lower hybridization temperature should be used, e.g. a temperature of 40oC.

Perhaps other yeast genes will hybridize to the Arabidopsls genomic DNA at this less

stringent temperature. As well, another attempt should be made to identiff a homologous

Arabidopsis cDNA repair gene from a oDNA library using the yeast RAD2 gene as well

as with the other yeast DNA repair genes as probes. However, the quality of the library

should be assured either by purchasing it from a reputable company or by making it

yourself.

Should any Arabidops¿'s cDNAs be isolated from the above library, they should

then be characterized. This charucterization could then be used to determine if the

proteins encoded by these cDNAs are similar in any way to other DNA repair proteins

that have so far been isolated from both prokaryotes and eukaryotes. The isolated

Arabidopsis cDNAs could also be used to reattempt the functional complementation

study using repair-defective isogenic yeast strains to identify any functionally

complementing cDNAs. These isogenic yeast strains could also be used to determine why

most of the yeast transformants failed to grow on the SG-ura medium during the first

attempt at this method.

Another avenue of research would be to clone the 7.2 kb DNA fragment from the

Arabidopsis genomic DNA that shared some homology with the yeast RAD2 gene. This
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fragment could then be characterized to determine if there are any similarities that exist

with other known DNA repair genes in prokaryotes and eukaryotes.

As stated previously, there is a great deal of future work that could be done to

continue this project. The work that was done during the course of this study was just

preliminary in the isolation of a plant DNA repair gene.
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5 Concluding Remarks

The aim of this study was to isolate and characterize a DNA repair gene from the

plant Arabidopsis thaliana. The first approach used was to functionally complement

DNA repair-defective yeast mutant strains with plasmids canying Arabidopsis thaliana

cDNAs. However, this approach proved unsuccessful due to the majority of the yeast

transformants displaying the inability to grow on SG-ura medium. These pink colonies

were shown to be a result of the plasmids that were transformed into the host yeast

strains. As well, it was thought that perhaps the genetic variability in the strains that was

used could also be a factor for these strange results. Therefore, it was decided that

isogenic radl, rad2, rad3 and rad4 strains would be required before trying this functional

complementation method again. By using isogenic strains for the functional

complementation study any results that occurred from the expression of the Arabidopsis

thaliana cDNA would actually be due to the cDNA and not to genetic differences

between the strains. Isogenic radl and rad3 strains had already been constructed and

provided by two other research labs thus, all that remained to be done was to make the

rad2 and rad4 strains.

An attempt at constructing these isogenic strains was made during the course of

this study. The rad4L strain was constructed which was named BCRAD4A. A UV

sensitive rad2\ strain was constructed however, this strain could not be made Ura-

without reverting to the UV-resistant phenotype. It was necessary to make these rad

strains Ura- in order to allow for the maintenance of the ¡"YES plasmid which uses URA3

as the selectable marker in yeast. Another attempt at making this rad2\ strain should be
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made. However, a different rad2 deletion allele should be used. Possibly one that is

rad2::Leu2. Alternatively, the rad2L could be reconstructed with the use of the hisG-

UM3-hisG disruption cassette as was the case in the construction of the rad4A, strain.

In addition to the functional complementation study, genomic DNA from

Arabidopsis thalisna was probed with 15 different yeast DNA repair genes. These yeast

genes were members of the three epistasis groups, RAD3, RAD6 and RAD52 that are

involved in nucleotide excision repair, recombinational repair and postreplication repair.

This approach was taken with the belief that homology may exist between the genes of

different species that are involved in the same essential functions. Probing the genomic

DNA of Arabidops¡s with these 15 yeast genes was done twice. A 7 .2 kb DNA fragment

was identified with the yeast RAD2 gene as the probe. This suggests that there may be a

RAD2 homology in l. thaliana. However, the RAD2 probe was not successful in

identifying a cDNA with homology. Perhaps this AlD2 probe should be used to clone the

7.2 kb Arabidopsls DNA fragment from the genomic DNA to determine if this fragment

does, in fact, encode a RAD2 gene homolog.

Plants should have DNA repair systems similar to that of other eukaryotes. The

fact that the yeast RAD2 gene bound to the Arabidopsis thaliana genomic DNA gives

some hope that these plant genes are homologous to those in yeast. This study showed

that further work can be done in order to isolate these genes and some suggestions for

such type of work was previously given.
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